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In Our 90th Year

Seen&Heard Increase In
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Around
Telephone Co.
Murray
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Plaque Will Be
Left On The Moon
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Mrs. Walter Blackburn calls to
say a family took both kittens
she had. We ran a little front
page item on the fact that she
had two kittens, free to anyone
who wanted them. The family
was contemplating going to the
animal shelter in Paducah to
get a kitten.

Caution On
Holiday
Is Urged

WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
Apollo -14 astronauts will leave
a metal plaque behind when
they depart from the moon later this month. Here is its mes
sage:
"Here men from the planet
Earth
First set foot upon the moon
July 1969 AD
We came in peace for all
mankind.
Nell A. Armstrong
Edwin E. Aldrin
Michael Collins.
Richard Nixon
President, United States of
America"
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration said the
Whitt House passed on and
edited the inscription and it
considers the choice of words
be those of the P.-esident. Etched on top will be two circles
symbolizing the two heiniaph•
eres, with a dot in one to &ism,
fy Cape Kennedy, where the
mission began.

By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
Chief of Police James Brown
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
and Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield
The state Public Service Comare in receipt of telegrams from
mission has approved most of
Gov. Louie B. Nunn which read
the rate increases for service
as follows:
connections and number list"In an effort to reduce deaths
ings requested by South Cenand injuries on our highways
tral Bell Telephone Co., the
particularly over the approachstate's largest telephone utility.
ing holiday, we ask that you
However, the PSC reduced the
and your men use every meIf you have a kitten or pup, dog company's proposed increases
down traffic violattiled
let
us
want,
or cat, you do not
by an estimated $80,390 per
ors. TblsJs a !natter of great
Resiney-Scott
know and we'll run a little item. year.
urgency."
Someone usually wants the cat
The approved package will inThe telegram from Gov. Nunn
or pup you want to get rid of. crease the utility's revenue in
v.as also authorized by W. 0.
Don't drop them out on a road Kentucky by $839,862 a year,
Newman, Department of Public
somewhere to fend for them- a PSC staff member said TuesSafety.
JAMBOREE BOUND — The Murray boys above are getting ready for a once In a lifeselves.
day. The most common charge
Chief Brown said that all men
time trip to the Seventh Annual Jamboree planned at Farragut State Park, Idaho July 16— for installation of a residenwill be on duty over the Fourth
22.
From left to right they are Steve Simmons, David Keller, Bob Bear. Larry Robinson and
Rodney Scott of 703 Main is
If these dogs that are .1 s t tial telephone where the inof July holiday weekend and
Jim Barrow. Simmons and Bear are on the Jamboree staff and will leave on July 6. The
dumped out on the road sur- strument is not left in the having a 5.1,-piece senior art exthat radar will be set up to
other
attendthree
Cincinnati,
Ohio
airport
Msnday
July,
14.
Scouts
will
leave
the
Murray
State
Univerfrom
hibit
at
vive, they can grow up almost house — will go from $7 to
check for speeding. He urged
ing earn a certain percentage of the cost of the trip. The 5,000 acre campsite is by Lake
like wild animals and cause ser- $8.50 under the new rates. This sity July 1-14.
all persons to exercise extreme
P•nd, 25 miles north of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho and SO miles east of Spokane, Washington.
Showing in the exhibition
ious damage- to cattle, hogs, is the rate South Central Bail
caution during the weekend to
Among
the
speakers
at
the
will
be
President
Nixon
Fine
Jamboree
and
General
hall
of
the
Price
Doyle
Westm^re!and.
sheep and even people.
requested.
hold down the traffic violations.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
However, the PSC cut. back Arts Building, the exhibition in- y
Sheriff Stubblefield said that
Dogs are not only dumped out the company's requests for in- eludes painting, sculpture, cerathree deputies will be on duty
_
on county roads, but across stallation charges where. the in. mics, textiles and drawings. It,
during -the holiday weekend to
Steve Simmons is the son of
town. This practice has brought strtunent remains from $8.50 to includes work-done by Scott I
serve the public and they will
Simmons
Bennie
Mrs.
Mr.
and
about the need for some type $5.7_5 for residential p-hones and during his four years at Murbe checking for traffic violatand works with Troop 73 at
of dog ordinance, which Ls now from $15 to $10 for business ray State.
ions. The Court House will be
Harrel. Bob Bear is the son of
will
graduate
in
August
in the making.
phones. The charges now are
The corporate name of Kuhn Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barr and
The parcel post weight limi closed on Friday for the holiwith the B. S. degree in educa$3.50 and $5 respectively.
!ethers Company, Inc., vibieth is a member of Troop 45 of will be raised to 40 pounds fo day, but Sheriff Stubblefield
•
402
Miss
Susan
Murray
of
No one can actually deny the
The approved rate package in- tion, acea.in art. The senior ex-"shipments between first-clas said they would be available for
Dunlap Street, Paris, Tenn., Was operates 53 stores in five sou- Murray.
fact that animals owned by peo- cludes new charges for non-list- hibition is in partial fulfillment
thern - states, was changed to
son
of
is
the
David
Keller
postoffices after July 1, Post- calls. Persons are asked to call
accident
that
ocinjured
in
an
ple should be kept under con- ed or nonpublished listings — of requirements for the degree.
Knives - Big K Stores Corpora- Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller and is master Lester Nanny announced her at her home.
U.S,
Highway
841
curred
on
Hours the show may be
trol by that person.
of 50 cents and $1 a month reThe State Police has indicated
a Troop 7'7 member. Jim Bar- today.
North yesterday about three tion effective July 1.
spectively. Previously this ser- seen are nine a.m. to five p m. p.m., according to the office of The firm has operated variety row is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
that they will be on duty full
Nanny
went
on
to
say
that
Monday through Friday, nine
And now the word Ambulance. vice was free.
stores since 1913 and has had a Gene Barrow and attends at the maximum parcel post weight strength during the holiday
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
William Penfield says the use
Neither these now chases a.m. to noon on Saturdays, and
The young girl was treated phenominal growth with Big K troop at Benton. Larry Robin- will be increased from 30 weekend.
two
to
five
p.m.
on
Sundays.
hospitals
was
field
of portable
nor rate increases of additional
stores in recent years.
Three persons have died as a
son is the son of Mr. and Mrs. pounds on shipments between
Scott is the son of Mr. and for multiple small penetrating
introduced during the French listings will take effect until
."With our expansion into the Don Robinson and is a member the larger postoffices in the result of traffic accidents in Calwounds
at
the
emergency
rtion
revolutionary period. The cov- the customer agrees to con- Mrs. James R. Scott of Lynn
third through eighth parcel post loway County during this year.
of the Murray-Calloway Count, Big K department stores, the of Troop 45 of Murray,
Grove.
ered vehicles were mounted on tinue the service.
new corporate name- will more
They are Gary Lynn Simmons,
zones. (More than 150 miles.)
Hospital
and
released.
wheels and contained cots for
The PSC order, without settclearly identify our operation,"
On packages sent locally and age 26, killed in an automobile
passenges
Miss
Murray
was
a
the wounded. The vehicles were ing any deadlines, encourages
to offices in parcel post zones accident near Kirksey on Februin the car driven by her father, said Jack W. Kuhn, president.
ambulant" the company to use its new re"hospital
called
The administrative headquarone and two, the ceiling has ary 15; Kenneth W. Powell, age
Paris,
Tenn.,
W.
T.
Murray
of
which comes from the Latin venue for further service imbeen 40 pounds. The maximum 24, Murray State University stuthat was going south on U.S. 641 ters and warehouse complex for
verb "iunbulare" to walk. Later provements.
- Big 1( is located at
size of packages sent between dent, killed on Saturday, May
Company
near
the
Mo-Go
Oil
they were called "ambulances
"The commission . . finds
all first-class offices remains 72 24, at 6:20 p.m. on North 113th
and the Colonial House &flor- 3040 Sidco Drive, Nashville. The
flying
travelers. that the rates and charges set
Volantes"
lirm operates a Variety store
inches in combined length and Street Extended at the Coles
herd.
as
When the British started iusing out . .. will be sufficient to enGerrip Ground Road; and Alvis
The senrrs orftte -eald that a ,and a Big K In Murray.
Boy Scout Troop 77 journeyed girth.
mobile hospitals they shorten- able South Central Bell Tele' Kuhn Brothers operated varSanders, age 23, who was inG.
The
size
limit
on
parcels
truck
owned
by
the
Pip
Johnson
sent
to the Shiloh National Military
ed the French name to "ambul- phone Company to proceed vigMrs. Verna Robertson Dalton, Construction Company, Calvert ict stores only from its foundto or from smaller offices, rural jured in an accident on Main
Park
north
of
Corinth,
ances".
Miss.,
orously . .. to install automatic former resident of Murray, passity, Billy Bourland, driser, wis ing in Columbia. Tenn., until this past weekend for a camp- or star routes, military post of- Street on June 1 and died on
number identification AMI, es- ed away this morning at two
fices, and all Alaskan and Haw- Monday, June 2, at 4:40 am. at
going
north on 641 when sev- 1962 when the first Big K was ing weekend.
Grasshoppers are making their tablish extended area service
o'clock at a hospital in San An- eral rocks fell from the truck, Opened at Hopkinsville, Ky. Now
aiian postoffices stays at 70 the Murray-Calloway County
appearance. Apparently they EAS, provide full selective ringThe
Scouts
established
camp
tonio, Texas.
hitting the car, breaking the there are 35 variety stores ijnd near the edge of the park and pounds, with combined length Hospital.
are lust hatching out.
ing and upgrade all services to
The State Police told Sheriff
,windslle,d and injuring the .18 Big Ks. Four more -Big E made preparations to complete and girth of 100 inches, Postone and two party," the order
The deceased was 79 years of
stores are scheduled for openStubblefield that during 1968
master Nanny added.
girl.
[young
two
fourteen
mile
hikes
Big Rabbit moving along the said.
through
age and was the daughter of
os)
Ia.in in 1969 and early 1970. VarPublic Law 89-593, enacted there were eight persons who
park.
edge of the woods, nervous
-AMI will eliminate the op- the late K. Robertson and Leoniety and Big K units-11re in the
September
20, 1966, authorized died in traffic deaths in Callo--is bucket of hot ants.
erator's asking for a number on ra Hunt Robertson of Murray.
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Shiloh was the scene of one the postal service to increase way County, 149 persons were
of the bloodiest battles in hisdirectly dialed long distance Mrs. Dalton was clerk at the loMississippi, and Tennessee.
injured, and 102 traffic properTiger Lilies blooming. Summer calls. EAS is consolidation of cal postoffice while her father
tory while today it is one of weight and size limits on ship"We plan to continue an agty damage reports were made.
ments
between
larger
cities.
On
Poinsettia in full bloom. Mari- areas to make calls between was the postmaster.
the most peaceful scenes on the
gressive program in the variety
All local law officials again
July
1
of
1970
and
1971,
the
landscape, a scout
golds putting on a show. Snap- them toll-free. Selective ringMrs. Dalton was a graduate
store field and further expans- American
all persons including drivsaid. It was at Shi- length and girth limits are urge
dragons snapping. Sweet Wil- ing means only the called phone of the Western
spokesman
ion of our Big K chain," Kuhn
Normal School
passengers, and pedestrians
ers,
scheduled
to
rise
to
PHILADELPHIA,
PA
(ENS)
78
and
84
liam growing at the base of the rings on a party line.
loh that the first major battle
and taught school for a num- — Kentuckians attendg the said
exercise extreme caution over
War Between the States inches, respectively, on ship. to
bard head Hickory.
ber of years.
Kuhn's - Big K Corporation of the
ments between first-class post. this holiday weekend to cut the
National Education Association
historic
took
place.
Today
this
Survivors are two sons, Bob convention here June 30 thr- has just completed a building
traffic toll in this area.
effices.
All the Hickorys are loaded with
and Neal Dalton of San Anton- ough July 5 are nearing the fin- program at headquarters facili- battlefield is a shrine to the
forefathers
who
nuts this year. The limbs are
io, Texas; one brother, Biscoe ish line in their year-long cam- ty. Office space was doubled American
hanging low with their load.
Robertson of Detroit, Mich.; one paign to elect Mrs. Martha Dell end a warehouse addition con- fought bravely and died for
what they believed right, the
The Murray High School class sister-in-law, Mrs. Lula Mae Ro- Sanders as president-elect of the taining 100,000 square feet of spokesman said. The field is
Our Bugle Vine in full bloom
floor space was erected.
of 1959 will hold its tenth an- bertson, 308 South 4th Street,
well marked with many monuWild Cherry Trees loaded with
(Continued On Page Twelve)
reunion
niversary
Saturday, Murray; four grandchildren.
haying
a
ments, markers, cannons, and
birds
are
The
fruit.
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Jay-5. etcording to a spokesso the visitor can folplaques
field day in these trees.
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Youths
man for the class
action
which took place.
low
the
A Coffee for class members, chapel of the J. H. Churchill
by ROBERT MUSEL
During the camp advancement
Funeral
Home
with
Dr.
Samuel
their wives and husbands and
UPI Senior Editor
scout skills, cookwas
made
in
R.
Dodson,
Jr.,
officiating.
children will be held at 10:00
and axe, HOLYHEAD, Wales (UPI) •firebuilding,
knife
ing,
(UPI)
PADUCAH,
—Three
Ky.
Burial will be in the Murray
a.m Saturday at the Murray
Prince Charles heir to the BritPaducah youths Tuesday were and hiking.
Cemetery with the arrangeHigh School cafeteria.
Nineteen persons were charg- charged with rape and several Scouts completing the thirty ish throne and now the Prince
ments
by
the
J.
H.
Churchill ed, entered pleas of guilty, and
The banquet will be held at
other charges in connection miles of trail were Tins Wallen, pf Wales, began a .four-day tour
7:00 p.m. Saturday evening in Funeral Home where friends were fined in the City Court of
with the Monday night attack Bobby. Knight, David Keller, To- of the principality today to try
the Red Room of the Holiday may call after six p.m. on Fri- City Judge William H. (Jake) on
a Livingston County girl and ny Gardner, David Gore, Rawley to win the affection of the peoday.
OWENSBORO, Ky. (UPD — Inn.
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Grogan, Joe ple he represents, including
Gregg
Fair,
her boyfriend.
Damage was estimated at apCarl Burns, 16, and Billy Thweatt, Brad Boone, Mark Welsh nationalists whose bombs
proximately $100,000 today from
Mash, 14, Were charged with Thurman, Ronnie Billington, marred his investiture.
Death claimed the life of
a Monday night blaze at BlessLynn Rogers, Mikel Burkeen, First stop on his whirlwind Mrs. Theo Smith of Hardin on
Ape,
assadli
battery
and
.and,
ed Mother Elementary Seheol
armed robbery by McCracken Mike Alexander, and Alan Cun- trip to 23 towns and -villages Tuesday at seven a. m. at the
near the city limits.
scattered through the Welsh Western State Hospital, HopCounty authorities. James Ar- ningham.
An adult group was meeting
Boys interested in Scouting countryside was Llandudno, 17 kin sv ille
thur Smith, 20, was charged by
in the school when the automaMrs. Smith was 72 years of
city police with rape and WAS are invited to attend Troop 77's miles northeast of Caernarvon
tic alarm went off, but left afregular meeting each Monday Castle where Charles was in- age. She was born October 9,
held
under
$10,000
bond.
Bond
a
to
discover
check
failed
ter a
was not set for the two juve- at 6:30 p.m. in the basement of vested in the ceremonial office 1896 in Calloway County to the
blaze. Members of the group
Tuesday.
the First Christian Church.
late Henry Mitts and Nancy
niles.
manually disconnected the aThe prince was sailing up Peeler Mitts. She was a memAuthorities
said the two jularm.
(Continued On Page Twelve)
ber of the Pentecostal Church
veniles allegedly forced then
Later, a neighbor called the
at Almo.
way into the couple's car at a
fire department when the blaze
Survivors are here husband,
drive-in movie and then forced
broke through the school's roof.
Howell Smith of Hardin; one
them
to
drive
to
an
isolated
Firemen said an electric short
son, Loon Duncan of Ammo; one
location along the Ohio River
may have caused the blaze.
The First District Sheriffs'
daughter, Mrs. Neda Puckett
in McCracken County.
of Dexter Route One; tWQ- -14
They then forced the girl's dinner was held at Bully's
boy friend, unidentified but age Ranch House, Mayfield, on TuesRobert Earl Elkins of Little ters, Mrs. 011ie Holt of-Padulisted as 17, into the trunk of day evening with Graves County Rock, Ark., passed away on cah and Mrs. Clyde Schroeder
his car and raped the girl, ag- Sheriff Wayne Carr and Mar- June 24 at Fort Smith, Ark. of Dexter Route One; two broed, 15, repeatedly, authorities shall County Sheriff Joe Tom His death was due to a heart thers;.. Dallas Mitts of Almo
Haltom as hosts.
Ualtod Pr•as International
Route One and Charlie Mitts
said.
attack.
of Paducah; three grandchilThe girl told authorities that
Attending tne dinner from
Funeral services were held at
the suspects then picked tip Calloway County were Deputy' Jonesboro, Ark., on Thursday, dren, Mrs. Shirley Jean HouPartly cloudy with isolated afston of Murray Route Three,
-apd
drove to a spot within the Sheriff Calton Morgan, Depu- June 26.
ternoon thundershowers today
City limits, where Smith raped ty Sheriff Gene Parker, and Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Mrs. Joyce Ann Thorn of Dexthrough Thursday. High today
ter, and Mrs. Margie Woodall
her.
Sheriff-elect Clyde Steele.
84 to 94. Low tonight 84 to 74.
Catherne Elkins; one daughter,
The first district is compos- Sharon; and one son, Dennis, of Almo.
The funeral is scheduled for
TEN CITED
ed of twelve counties in the all of Little Rock; six sisters,
Thursday at two p. m. at the
it
Wesjern Kentucky area.
Mrs.
Pearl
Pendergrass and obapel of the
. Ten persona were cited by the
Max H. Churchill
Kentucky Lake 7 a. m. 358.3,
Mrs. Opal Morgan of Murray, Funeral Home
with Ray. WilMurray Pollee-Department from
down 0.1; below clam 308.8,
Mrs.
Zelma
Thompson,
MN.
eight a.m. Tuesday to eight a.m.
liam McKinney officiating.
down 1.0.
PLEASANT
HILL
Verbs
Waddell,
Mrs.
Cassie Sul- - Pallbearers will
Registering for the two-day TVA sponsored Agribusiness Conference at Muscle Shoals, today. They were six for not
be J. C.
Alabama are C. 0. Bondurant, Area Extension Farm Marsagernent Speeieltet, Helenen_
lins, and Mrs. Geneva Sullins, Schroader....J.
-4 *wing a city auto sticker.
*
*
DMorris,.. Jerry
TH6rneeetning-will be betti at' 111 of Memftlits, •Telin.; Wet
iii•IMeaf of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association and Mayor of the City
of Murray, and
J.
Holt, Larry -Woodfor ant having a City auto stick- the Pleasant Hill Cemetery lo-4
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 358.3; Dan Hutson, Ovrner-Operator of Hutson Chemical Company. Others from
brothers, Tremon Elkins of
er and no operator's license,
all, and Jimmy Darnell.
Kentucky were
,
cited
in
Between
the
the
Lait6
below dam 311.6, down 5.5.
Ilans kewrence, banker from Cadiz and Dr. Robert Rudd, had of the
Carltbn and Roy Elkins of
one for no operator's license,
Burial will be in the Peeler
Agricultural EconoLakes on Sunday, July 6. A Jonesboro, Ark.; two aunts,
Sunrise 5:41, sunset 8:20.
mics Clepartment, University of Kentucky. Dr. Rudd presided en she second day
the tett, one for reckless driving, and
Cemetery with the arrangeof
basket lanch will be served at Mrs. Lillie Jackson ard Mrs.
Moon rises 1110 p. m.
ference. Topics under discussion were environmental changes in thei
one for driving while intoxieat
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Tennessee Valley regnoon. Everyone is invited to at- Hattie Henson of Marshall Counion, potential for expanding farm production, relationship of farm plroduction to total seried, no operator's licence, and
Funtra,
Home where friends
tend.
ty.
tenure, lousiness end similar topics.
May call.
reckless driving.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MOSCOW - Astronaut Frank Borman finally arrived in Moscow
after a harrowing flight from New York during which one of the
four engines on the jetliner in which he was traveling failed. Said
Borman of the experience:
"It took nearly as long to get from New York to Moscow as it
did to get from the Earth to the Moon."
PORT-AU-PRINCE - New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, on
his presidential fact-finding mission speaking to Haitian leaders
at a dinner in his honor:
"I do not propose new programs , new solutions nor easy
slogans, I come with my 30 years interest and affections for the
Caribbean and Latin American people. I want you to talk freely
to me as a real friend and a lover of human freedom."

GUN UNNECESSARY — Edgar
Lamar Floyd, 61, sits in a
police car in Houston, Tex.,
after his arrest for running
from his home and shooting
at a baseball field where a
Little League game was in
prcgress. If he wanted to
clear the field, why didn't he
just look at players like this?

Bache 41 Co. cautions against
waiting until the market has bottomed before making new commitments. "We don't profess
to know exactly where the bottom is...experience teaches us,
however, that rarely is the bottom of a decline accurately forecast except in retrospect and
the critical errors in investment posture in periods of decline have been to maintain large
cash reserves hoping to commit
them at the bottom," Bache maintains.

JACKSON, Miss. - Civil rights leader Clarence Mitchell Jr.,
speaking to the convention of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People on the Nixon administration's
alleged failure to act swiftly enough in the civil rights field:
"We cki not object to putting the spirit of Abraham Lincoln
into Mr. Sen. Strom Thurmond, but we do object to putting the
spirit of Mr. Thurmond into the partz of Mr. Lincoln."

McDonell & Co. finds it "difficult , if not impossible, to make
a case for a turnaround in the
stockmarket in the near future."
Rallies are possible, but sustained improvement is not possible
with,* a policy change in Washington, the firm believes.

He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy
ways.- Psalm 9111.
It is foolish to suppose that the amazingly complex business of
life could go on without oversight and direction. We should eagerly
welcome God's intervention in our behalf.
"

Television Notes

r The year 1869 "witnessed the
.c royal decree by the Emperor
Norton that Oakland become the terminal of the Paeific railroad and that
NEW YORK UPI - Shearson,
a bridge be built between Oakland and
Hammill & Co. finds it "hard
San Francisco. The first of these comta develop any conviction that
mands went into effect almost immelist week's worst levels mark
diately while the other was delayed
the bottom of the decline."
for a time by the parliamentary proBusiness adjustments cannot
cesses of a relative democracy
be painless and still be effective,
This, quoted from U.S. West: The
the Lipp notes, "and a shaky
Saga of Wells Fargo (Dutton), refers
stocketnarketts part of the price
to an eccentric who won the affections
to be
id. " Holding that the
of Westerners in the Sixties (and, subsequently, others across the nation)
selling fits been close to univwith his gentle imposture as "Norton
ersal and many stocks have deI, Emperor of the United States and
clined to reasonable levels, SheProtector of Mexico."
arson, Hammitt believes "some
once well-to-do merchant whose
of he risks are out of the marbankruptcies as a result of grain specket" and future weakness will be
ulations had clebded his mind, Norton - / ./
"centered primarily on stocks
•
was a familiar San Francisco figure
.1
that warrant it."
with cockaded hat, military epaulets,
and court sword to whom bows were
j
The Dines Letter admits to a
given for years after 1869.
degree of mystification over the
-His edicts and manifestoes were
absence of oddlot shortselling
almost invariably given generous space
during the recent decline, "We
by newspaper editors, and his modest
are frankly uncertain of its signdrafts against 'the imperial treasury'
ificance but we are developing
were honored by-till except churls,"
It is stated. Wells Fargo cashiers had
the uncomfortable feeling that
orders to accept Norton's printed curit signifies a complacent, even
rency in reasonable quantities at face
bullish oddlotter.
value. Saloonkeepers welcomed him
"Our fears appear to be congravely—as an attraction — at free
firmed by the failure of oddluttlunch counters where he dined and
ers to even sell on balance durheld'levees
ing this decline. So what all this
(Oldtimers were to raise a monument
means is that, before this bear
to him at Woodlavvn Memorial Park
market ends, there might need
some years after his death.)
"Norton I"—an engraving in original New York Daily
to be climactic oddlot short sellCLARK KINNAIRD Graphic, 1880, illustrating obituary of the "Eniperor."
ing and selling on balance, neithDistributed by King Features Syndicate
.er of which appears imminent,"
the Dines letter said.

HEALTH RESTORED-- Dr. Roger Egeberg, 65. dean of the
University of Southern California Medical School, looks
serene in WaShington,where
his appointment as assistant
secretary for Health and
Scientific Affairs ended a
five-month battle between
Health. Education and Welfare Secretary Robert Finch
and the American Medical
Association. The AMA finally blocked appointment of
Dr_John Knowles Of Boston.

Religious
Briefs

CLEANUP DAY

bers began taking off thiir
clothes in the street.

CRA.NSTON, R. I. (Mt — Two
thirteen-year-okl boys and their
The open-air strip began Rite
parents spent a busy day Sun- a performance of "Paradise
, day scrubbing down the Walls Now" a play about free love, at
I of Cranston Stadium, not nec- London's Chalk Theater.
Record Contributions
essarily out of a sense of civic
One person was arrested for
duty.
To Assemblies Missions
obstructing police.
The
the
familes
chose
two
SPRINGFIELD, Mo.(UPI)
cleanup detail rather than have
ik record $2,813,812 was contri- the boys face family court acbuted to Assemblies of God tion for spraying the stadium
Salary Squabble
home missions during 1968, a walls with paint
gain of nearly 15 per cent over
HOLLYWOOD (L1'1) - Due
147.
OUT OF HAND
to
salary disputes, Barbara Bain
large percentage of this
and Martin Landau, regulars in
arn unf was designated for the
LONDON (U71) — British bobort of appointed home mis- bies figured the after-theater the.-"Mission: Impossible" series',
ariekrbuilding projects, the crowd was getting a little out will not appear in the first two
wuk of the 24 teen challenge of hand when some of its mem- of next season's episodes.
crrfters, 15 Bilge schools for
ellfnc groups, a Cuban refugee
ee4ter inMiami, Fla., and a
cli dren's home in AlaSka.
*5*

Miktotrri Synod Gail's Members
Si" LO1ls (UPI)
Lawrence Welk and his band
The ABC lineupfor the fall
start their 15th year on the ABC will include a departure in proThe Lutheran Church-Missouri
ADULTS 73
network on July 5. The pro- gram length in two cases. The
Synod had :1,032,245 members
NURSERY 5
gram began as a summer replace- experiment consists of two 45at the end of' 1968, compared
JUNE 29.1969
with 3,009,18 at the end of
ment, and summertime never minute shows on Mondays -"The Music Scene"- from 7:30
stopped for the maestro.
1,967, aCcording to the annual
ADMISSIONS
report of the church's departto 8:15 p.m. and "The New
People," an adventure drama.
ment of research and statistics.
Gerald Richardson, Rte. 2, Mu- rhc-figures include membership
from 8:15 to 9.
rray; Don Fuqua, 1613 Calloway, in the United States and Canada
"The Harlem CUE-taint Festi:"
* * *
Murray; Mrs. Paula Kerrui.sh, and 13 Latin Amerit an countries.
val" is a one-hour special about
NBC...has acquired the U.S.
& Baby Boy, So. 13th St., Kelley's
the role of the black artist in
The church now numbers
Apt., Murray; Cohen Stubblefie- 6,023 congregations in the Unithe entertainment world that television rights -to England's
Wimbledon
Open Tennis Chamld, 601 Sycamore, Murray; Mar- ted States and Canada, an" inCBS will telecast July 28. AMobile Homes
vin Hale, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. lease of 30 during 1968. There
mong those involved will be pionships for the next three
Are Not
Judy Warren & Baby Girl, Rte, are 4,844 pastors, a zain of 31.:
Broadway star James Earl Jones years. Play in the finals.of the
4, Murray; Mrs. Gertie Arms- Parishes without pastors number
of "The Great White Hope," 1969 tourney will be telecast
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) - trong, Box 166, Hazel:
singer Abbey Lincoln, drumnier. July 5.
157, a decrease of 20.
Mobile home buyers apparently
'Max Roach. comedian:George
have
little
in
interest
mobility,
DISMISSALS
Kirby, the 5th Dimeriiion, dan-CBS-TV will broadcast the studies indicate.
cer Olatunji and the Hawkins
finale of the Miss Universe 1969
-•
J. H. Perkins, Rte. 3, Murray; Lou rdes Pilgrimage
Gospel Singers.
beauty _pageant in Miami Beach
Fewer
than 20' per cent of Mrs. Norma Copeland, Rte. 1,
NEW 1(0ItK (-UPIL
• * -*
from 10 to 11:30 p.m. July 19. today's mobile homes are ever Murray; Miss Kerry CunninghThe 15th -annual "National RosNEW . YORK (UPI)- - moved from the original site, am, Symsonia; Mrs. Juanita Per- ary Pilp=image to Lourdes and
Four one-hour naturel specials.
The "Gidget" television series according .to Honeywell. produ- ry, Rte. 1, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Belgium will leave New York
of varied backgrounds willtbe on was scrapped four years ago. cer of residential temperature Ethel Stockdale, Rte. 3, Par- Sepi 22 via
Sabena Belgium
the NBC network during the Now Screen Gems is filming_ controls.
year, Tenn.; Mrs. Jane Riley & World Aiding.
new seitiitin tinder the "ewer-all a feature-length film for ABC
Baby 1W, 106 'Sunset Circle, '• In addition to the
journey
The industry is booming Benton; Gilbert Peters,
title ."GE Monogram Series.' TV titled "Gidget Grows Up"
Rte .6, to the Catholic shrine in Lourdes,
They will be telecast in Novem- and starring Karen Valentine. nonetheless. Mobiles now ac- Murray; Alma Steele, Rte., 4,
Fiance. the pilgrimage will incount fop. three out of four Murray; Noble Crick,
ber, December, February and
Rte. 1,
purchases in the under $15,000 Farmington; Mrs. Jessie Rog- clude visits to a shrine and (a'starch. One deals 4vith wolves Guests
moue cathedrals in
Belgium.
housing market and sales have
and Urdu, another with Africa
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Ann tripled since 1961. Young mar- ers, 811 No. 16th St., Murray; Since its inception, the annual
and the search for man's oriThenie
Mrs.
Edwards
(From
j`oume.v has brought about 1,000
Sothern and Brandon De Wilde ried couples represent about half
gins, a third with the Sahara
will appear as guest stars in an the market and retired couples Cony. Div.), 1612 College Farm pilgrims to the Grotto and BasiRd., Murray:
Desert and a fourth with a early episode of the new "Love,
lica in Lourtles.
another., quarter.
mountain climbing expedition American Style" television
series
in the Himalayas.
scheduled for ABC-TV next fall.
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MOON PATCH—This is the official insigne the Apollo 11 astronauts will wear on flight to manned landing on the Moon.
_
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TRUE MITI
TRUE GRIT
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019h adventure!

far
Pass

a Texas ranger thirsty for bounty money...
and a girl %MI wet behind the 0013
who didn't care who,th•y wen
or who they ...seas longest
they Nod true grit

Irrholk,

„••• ••
PNIGHBOR• POLKy7-11)arinY-IPrul-pii, WOUmflIP
With an arm in a cast from a fall while painting his home in
Edison.... NJ. sits in a chair while good neighbors finish the
job for him. -Great neighbors,- he says, promising barbecue.

-
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IIIESTSTEP OH THE t:i6ON is demonstratedin Houston by-A.1)(410 II Commander Neil Armstrong. Left: He .as descended that ladder frote the Lunar Module and placed one toot in-the pad, with the left foot about to make man's first imprint on the Moon. Right:-The left
foot touches down on the simulated Moon surface. This is thi, way it is to happen-July 21.
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All-America Game Should
Be Allowed To Die Gracefully
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

negotiations with the pro teams
which drafted them last winterindicated they would not play.
ATLANTA UPI - The Coaches
But the handwriting was on
All-America football game sh- the wall long before that.
The sponsoring American Foould be allowed to die graceotball Coaches Association and
fully.
It doesn't solve the problem game director Henry Kieronski
to berate any one person or any moved out of Buffalo, N.Y., after
group for the failure of this averaging only 16,960 in attengame during its nine years of dance over a five-year span.
haphazard existence. The fact, They thought they'd hit the
plain and simple, is that folks jackpot in 1966 when the Atlanta
just aren't in the mood for foot- Braves agreed to underwrite the
game and the crowd that first
ball in late June,
The most recent of these gam- year hit 38,326.
es, played here last Saturday
Gate Goes Down
night, was a flop. There's no
other way to describe it.
But it has been heading steadA meager 17,008 hardy fans
filed into 58,800 - seat Atlanta ily downhill since. It dropped to
Stadium, squirmed for three hou- 30,205 in 1967 to 21,120 in 1968,
rs in 90-degree heat,andthen left slightly less than its best year
wondering why they had shelled in Buffalo; and now 17,008.
The Braves and the coaches,
out $6 a head to watch two outof-condition teams stage a tug mainly through the efforts of
AFCA executive secretary Bill
of war.
Pepper Rodgers of Kansas, Murray, the former Duke coach,
coach of the West team which blame Kieronski, the game's fouwon 14-10 with the aid of some nder, and have been trying to oust
questionable officiating, had said him. But Kieronski, who has
before the game that he was going an iron-clad contract, feels he's
to disprove the theory that an being used as a scapegoat.
all-star team couldn't put togeth- There have been a number of
er a running attack in less than suggestions for pumping life into the game. Raiders general
a week.
manager Al Davis reportedly has
offered to move The game to OakLittle Yardage
land some feel the only chance
Despite having all the "name" of survival for an all-star footrunners who were willing to app- ball game this time of year is
ear for the game,the West, which to play it in the air-conditioned
completed only four of 23 passes Astrodome, a suggestion quickgained a total of 59 yards in 39 ly rebuffed by Falcons owner
running plays - an average of a Rankin Smith, some feel the game might be helped by making
yard and a half per carry.
It was Rodgers himself who It part of the Atlanta Falcons'
said, when asked if his victory season ticket package.
Perhaps the best idea would
made amends for his loss to
East coach Joe Paterno in the be to let it rest in peace.
Orange Bowl: This was just
an all-star game."
The ninth Coaches All-America game had been doomed from
the time stars line 0. J. Simpson, Leroy Keyes and Ron Sell......
ers - bogged down in contract ......
......
D111111:111111:1111:1111H111

Yarborough
Has Pole Spot

In Firecracker
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. UPI.
Cale Yarborough will hold the
pole position at the Firecracker
400 Friday after blazing a record
qualifying lap of 190.706 miles an
hour.
Yarborough piloted his Mercury Tuesday at blistering speeds on a slushy track, despite
car-killing heat that usually holds
down speed.
The Timmonsvthe, S. C., farmer almost spun out of control
on the speedway's high-banked
final turn as he stood on the
accelerator and threw caution
-and the track records - to the
winds.
He broke the previous closed
course qualifying mark of 190.029
miles an hour set by David Pearson in a 1969 Ford during qualifying for the Daytona 500 in February, when the track was much
cooler.
Behind Yarborough was Donnie
Allison of Hueytown, Ala., who
earned the outside row starting
position for the $88,140 holiday
race with a 187.703 m.p.h. time.
Yarborough will be seeking
his fourth consecutive victory
here Friday. Lee Roy Yarbrough,
expected to be Cale's toughest
competitor, had toleavethetrack
after one lap when his car developed engine trouble.
Qualifying trials continued today for other starting positions.

National League
BATTING (210 at bats)--M Alou, Pitt.,
356; C.Jones, N.Y., .355; Stinson, Pitt.,
.343; A.Johnson, Cin., .342; Perez, CM.,
RUNS—Wynn. Hews, , 59; KessInger,
Chic., 37; Bonds, S F
57; 5 Williams
Chic., 54; Perez, CI'., 53; Toian, Cin., 53.
RUNS BATTED ihi—Santa, Chic., 69;
Sinks, Chic., 67; McCOvey, S.F., 67;
LIAay, Ctn.. 54; Tolan, Cm.,
Perez.
Cl.. 53,
HITS—M.Alou, Pitt., 118: Perez, Cin.,
97; Brock, St.L., 95; Tolan, Cin.. 95;
ILWIlliams, Chic., 94; A.Johnspp, Ctn., 94.
DOUBLES
M. Abu, Pitt., 35,
Kissinger, _Chic., 22; Brock, 21.L., 20;
Fr. Aaron, Atl., 20; Laboy, Nil., 18.
TRIPLES—Tom, Cln.. 7; &Williams
Chic.. 6; R.Jackson, Att., 5; Clemente,
Pitt, 5; Bleary, Horst., 5; Gaston, S.D.,
5; Bonds, S.F., 5.
HOME RUNS—McCovey, S.F., 26;
L.May, Cin., 22; H.Aaron, Alt, 21;
R.Allen, Phil., 19; Perez, Cln., 17.
STOLEN
BASES—Brock,
-21;
Bonds, S F., 23; WIIIL L.A., 19; Morgan,
Houst., IS; R.Jacksort, All., 11.
PITCHING (6 Otclaions1-13aldschun,
S.D., 6-1, .11.57; Holtz:nen. Chic., 10-2, .533;
Seaver, N.Y., 12-3, .400: Carroll, Cin.,
11-3, .7$6; Stone, An., 7-2, .778.
STRIKEOUTS — Jenkins, Chic., 132;
Gibson, $t.L., 131; Singer, L.A., 126;
D Wilson, House., 116; Griffin, Haus', 106:
Seaver, N.Y., 106.

American League
BATTING (200 at bats)—Carew, Minn.,
.371; F Robinson, Balt., .326; 011Ya.
Minn., .317;
R.Smith, BOW., .313;
Petrocelli, Bois- .303.
R. Jackson, Oak., 431
RUNS —
F.Robinson, Bait., 60; Blair, Batt.. 60;
F.Howard, Wash 53; Belanger, Ball, 47.
RUNS BATTED IN—Killebrew, Minn.,
70; Powell, Batt., 63; R.Jackson, Oak., 6Ij
F. Howard, Wash., $6.
HITS—Blair, Ball., 16; 011va, Minn., 131
F Robinson, Bali., 90; Clarke. N.Y., 171
F How,-d, Wash., 46
DOUBLES-.Buford. Balt
TO; Carew,
Minn , IS; Oliva, Minn , 18; Blair, Bait.
7; T.Davls, Sea., 17.
TRIPLES—McAuliffe, Ott., 5; Hagen,
Sea., 5: J Hall, N.Y., 4; R.Smith, Salt., 4;
14 tied with 3.
HOME RUNS—*Jackson,- Oak.. 21;
F.Howard, Wash., 74; Petroceni, Boat., 73;
Yastrzemskl, Bost.. 20; Pspitone, N.Y., TO
Killebrew, Minn., II.
STOLEN
BASES—Harper, Sea., .113;
Campaneris, Oak, 34; -Kelly. KC.. 23;
Foy, K.C., 22; Kenney, N.Y., IL
PITCHING
Deltions)—Leorthard,
(4
Balt., 4-0, 1.000; McNally, Ball., 11-0,
1.000; Lolich, Def., 10-1, .909; Lyle, Bost.,
5-1. .033; Palmer, Ball.. 1-2, .316.
STRIKEOUTS—McDowell, Cleve., 122;
Culp, Bost., 119; l_olicti, Del.. 118;
McLain, Dot , 94; Boswell, Mtnn., 14,

BASEBALL ROUNDUP
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WRITERS' STARS
,
NEW YORK UPI - The all-time major league all-stars named by the Baseball Writers' Association of AMefiCa and the nation's sportscasters will be ann---ounced at the centennial dinner
in Washington July 21.
The office of the commissioners said Tuesday that 25 of the
37 living members of the Hall
of Fame have accepted invitations for the dinner on the eve
of the 1969 all-star game.
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Call 753-1675
441 start your new building today! We can meet your
exact specifications for space and we'll provide a total
construction service with Stran-Steel building systems.
We can remodel or repair your existing building. Assistance with financing is also available.
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The game was not resumed.
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HOUSTON (UPI)—It was the trouble, began shooting out the
bottom half of the third inning, lights on the field Thursday and
and the score between the two
then fired over the heads of th
little- league teams was 4-1.
children in the park.
About 25 to 3) persons, most of
Rodgers quickly scattered the
them parents, were cheering
kids and no one was injured.
loudly.
Floyd, a 61-year-old maintenThe noise grew and apparentance worker at the University
ly angered Edgar Lamar .Floyd
of Houston, emptied both his
who lived across the street
weapons and ran back into his
from the ballpark, about 150
house. Police officers 'sumyards from home plate.
moned to the scene called for
Bob Rodgers, the umpire
him to give up. No response
behind the plate, got ready for
came from the house.
the next pitch. He heard what
he thought to be a car Harris County Sheriff Lt.
backfiring and wheeled around. Danny Brock along with a
Then he saw Floyd, pistol in Houston police officer leaped
one hand and shotgun in the through a back window and
other, get ready to fire another apprehended Floyd without a
shot.
shot being fired.
Floyd, whose wife was inside One' officer
said
Floyd,
the house suffering from heart charged with "serious threat to

National League

-

No

Houston Little Leaguers Nearly Lose tires In Shooting Sprat -

Dick Woodson, who shut out the
White Sox for the last 5 2-3 innings, won his fifth game against
By FRED DOWN
three losses.
UPI Sports Writer
Jim Spencer drove in three
National League
East
It's far too early for Reggie runs with a single and a double
two
Pd. CB
Jackson to worry about Babe and Bill Voss knocked in
Chicago
44
21 Au —
runs
which
Now
in
York
an
attack
11-hit
40
34
.541
7
/
1
2
Ruth and Roger Mans. The man
Pittsburg!,
31
39
e4 11
brought George Brunet his fourth St.
Louis
17
41
.474
to
watch
for him
is Frank HowPhiladelphia
victory for the Angels.
34
39 AN 13
Montreal
ard.
72
52 .297 25/
1
2
The Angels wrapped up the
West
• "Jackson hit his 30th homer o game with a five-run seventh Los Angeles
.44
79
—
Atlanta
45
33 .600 —
the season Tuesday night to go inning during which Spencer hit Cincinnati
38
33 _SIS
S
Franc,sna
39
36 S20
6
12 games ahead of Ruth and four two-run double,
Houston
39
39 .500
rs
San Diego
ahead of Mans in their recor
27
52 .342 20
Ploughs
seasons. But of greater concern
Montreal
11, Chicago
4
St Louls
4, New York
to Jackson should be the fact
1 1st
St LOW&
S. New York
35
that it looks like Howard is off on
Philadlibla 7, Pittsburgh
4
Atlanta
5. Cincinnati
4
another tear.
(10 innings)
The 6-foot, 8-inch, 260-pound
Houston
at LOG A/V*4a
5 Francisco at San Diego
By JOE CARNICELLI
Howard, who has been in a slump
Tedey's Games
UPI Sports Writer
for the last two weeks, banged
Chcado (Hands 44) at Montreal
(Stoneman 4-10), night
out six hits including his 25th
Cincinnati (Fisher 2-3) at Atlanta (BritPayday in St. Louis has a ton 2-0 or Nelbauer 0-0)
and 26th homers of the season
Houston (Wilson 7-7) at Los Anklelas
to lead the Washington Senators certain effect on the high-priced (Drysdale 4-31,
night
Philadelphia (Champion 2-3) at Pittsto a 4-1 and 7-5 victories over the Cardinals.
burgh (Bunning 7-5), night
The Cardinals, probably the
New York (Koosman 5-5) at St. Louis
Cleveland Indians.
3-7), night
"I guess I'm a typical streak highest paid team per man in (G,ust1
San Francisco (Bolin 4-41 at San DI.90
hitter," said Howard. "When I'm the major lezigues, have this (Kelley 14), night.
on a tear I hit good and when I thing about paydays. They don't
American League
get cold I starve to death." lose on the 1st or 15th of the
East
"All Howard has to do is lay month.
.
W
L Pct. OS
At least they haven't in two, Baltimore
off the bad ball," commented
55
22 .714
43
37 _573 11
manager Ted Williams, the ga- years and they kept the streak -Roston
Detroit
67
32 _556 12/
1
2
me's no, 1 authority on hitting. going Tuesday night by whipping Washington
40
39 .506 16
Nee
York
37
42
.468
19
"He swings a strong bat and when the New York -Ifets twice, 4-1 Cleveiand
79
46 .31t7 25
West
he hits the ball, it's goodbye. and 8-5.
40
30 .571
All he has to do is make contact." Steve Carltoa pitched a three Oakland
Minnesota
42
33 .340
beat-toe
34
39 AM
71 2
hitter in the first game and Chicago
3)
O A25 10/
1
2
Howard Ends 'Em
doubles by Mike Shannon and Kansas City
31
44 .413 1147
California
26
47
.356
1542
Steve. Huntz produced all the
Results
new York
Howard, Eddie Brinkman and scoring in a five-run fifth inning
10. Baltimore
9
Detroit
12, Boston
4
Mike Epstein homered in the of the second game as the Card- Washington
4, Cleveiand
1 lot
first game and Casey Cox pitch- inals stretched their payday winn- Washington 7, Cleveland 526
California
9, Kansas City 3
ed a six-hitter for his first com- ing streak to 22, .dating back to Minnesota 10,
Chicago
5
Seattle
e
Oakland
Aug.
plete game in the maiors. Howard
1967.
Today's
Games
homered in the fifth inning of the
Minnesota (Boswell 104) vs Chicago
second game and drove in the tieExpo's Payday Too?
(John 5-5) at Milwaukee, night
Baltimore (Lopez 3-1) at New York
breaking run with a ninth-inning
IStottlemyr• 104)
single as the Senators rallied for
Elsewhere , Philadelphia belt Boston (Landis 4-21 at Detroit (McLain
night
Pittsburgh 7-4, Atlanta shaded 11.51,
three runs in the nightcap.
Seattle (Patti' 7.5) at Oakland (Odom
10-3),
night
The Seattle Pilots defeated the Cincinnati 5-4 in 10 innings, MonWashington (Hannan 2-51 at Cleveland
Oakland Athletics 7-1 despite treal routed Chicago 11-4, Los (McDowell 10-61,
night
California (Brunet 3-6) at Kansas City
Jackson's homer, the Detroit Angeles downed Houston 4-1 and Butler
33), night
Tigers bombed the Boston Red San Francisco nipped San Diego Add National League
Sox 12-4, the New York Yankees 5-4.
Vada Pinson drove in two runs nuing gave the Braves their
shaded the Baltimore Orioles
10-9, the Minnesota Twins beat in the first game and Carlton trlumph over the Reds. Orlando
ttie Chicago White Sox 10-5 and struck out nine enroute to his. '.r...peda walked, Clete Boyer singthe California Angels downed the ninth victory. In the fifth inning let and Tony Gonzalez walked
Kansas City Royals 9-3 in other of the second games the Card- before Jackson's bit.
inals trailed 3-2 when Curt Flood
American League games.
The Reds led 4-0 until the
Jackson's homer sent the Ath- tripled with one out and Joe Torre eighth when the Braves rallied
letics off to a 1-0 lead in the walked with two out. Shannon for three runs before., tying the'
first inning but the Pilots rallied doubled in both runners before game in the ninth on Tito Franfor seven runs in the fifth to win reliever Don Cardwell walked cona's pinch-hit single.
behind Gene Brabender's seven- Tim McCarver andJulianJavier,
Bob Bailey had three hits and
hitter, Ten men batted in the big setting the stage for Huntz'three- drove in three runs to highlight
double.
Inning which was featured by a run
a 15-liit Montreal attack as the
double by John Kennedy, a triple' • "That's -been-Ike—difference Expos stunned the Cubs.
by John Donaldson and a three- this Year," saislaitts' manager ...Montreal, celebrating Canada's
Red Shoendienst. "We haven't Dominion Day holiday, erupted
run homer by Don Mincher.
been scoring with runners on and for five runs in both the third
two out. We did it tonight and that and fourth innings to score backTresh Drives in Four
111
was the story."
to-back victories for the first
Tom Tresh drove in four runs
Cleon Jones went 3-for-5 for time in their history.
with two homers, a double and the Mets to wrestle the NL battRookie Steve Renko, who had
a single and Jim Northrup drove ing lead from Pittsburgh's Matty two hits and scored twice, rein four with a homer and a triple Alou. Cleon's eye-trouble appar- corded his first major league
for the Tigers, who dealt Ray ently is not that serious.
victory.
Jarvis his fourth loss. Pat DobRick Joseph's two-run double
son allowed eight hits, including capped a six-run fourth inning
Manny Mota's three-run insidehomers by Carl Yastrzemski and and powered the Phils -over the the-park- homer in the seventh
Reggie Smith, but went the dis- Pirates, stretching the Phillies Inning snapped a 1-1 tie and gave
tance for his third victory.
winning streak to eight games. the Dodgers their victory over
j'oseph's double came after the the AstroSc With two out in the
Yanks Win
Phils had rallied from a 4-0 seventh, winning pitcher Bill Sindeficit to tie on a walk and ger reached base on an error
Frank Fernandez's three-run singles by Mike Ryan, Terry and Maury Wills walked before
homer in the seventh rallied the Harmon, Tony 'Taylor and Cookie Mota lined an opposite field drive
Yankees to 'their victory over Rojas. Johnny Briggs walked be- past rightfielder Norm Miller.
the Orioles despite seven runs fore Joseph's double.
The Giants took advantage of
batted in by Boog Powell. Powell
Ed Spiezio's throwing error to
Sonny Quiets Reds
hit twiiLtun homer in the first
score two runs in the seventh
inIig,' a- two-run single in the
Inning and beat the Padres. Bobby
Sonny Jackson's bases-loaded Bonds and Ron Hunt singled to
fifth and a three-run homer in the
seventh. Gene Michael and Bill single in the bottom qf the lOth put runners on first` and third.
Robinson homered for the Yapkees.
Rich Reese hit two homers, a
double and a single to lead a 13hit Minnesota attack which also
included homers by Leo Cardenas and Ted Uhlaender and a
triple and a double by Rod Car ew.

American League
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Miss Marie Hoke Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Kenneth L. Keel In Lovely
Ceremony At Scott's Grove Church

'Dean.-A1)11,

She's dying to
outlive hubby!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Now I know why God lets the woman
outlive her husband by about 10 years. She needs at least
that much time to rest and recuperate. Pity the poor woman
who's been married 50 years. I've been married 15 years,
and if this man of mine doesn't go pretty soon, I pray to God
that I will soon be laid to rest!' I couldn't take another 3$
years of this.
It's nag and brag! Rant and rave! Yell and cuss! All be
has on his mind are eat, sleep, and sex [especially sex]. A
poor woman goes to bed tired and wakes up tired. All a man
is good for is his paycheck.
I've heard women talk about how lonely they are after
their husbands pass on. Well, here is one who is looking
forward to that day. Sign me . . .
"TIRED, TIRED, TIRED IN LONG BEACH"
DEAR TIRED: Too bad yea didn't sip your same. A
husband is entitled to know bow his wife feels,about him. Ha
may want to hire a food taster.- •
"-"
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—1 Carolyn Colley Is
I Honoree At Event
In Thurmond Home

Mrs, J. B. Burkeen . •

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

lovely borne of Mrs. Jam1 esThe
Thurmond on Broad Street

4

was the scene of the bridal luncheon held in honor of Miss
Carolyn Jean Colley, July 19th
bride-elect of Edwin Leon Grogan
II, on Thursday, June 26, at one
o'clock in the afternoon.

Miss Twila Adams
L. W,
Honored At Shower Mrs. Thurmond , Mrs.
Paschall, Mrs. Billy Rue Nix,
At Sledd Home
Mrs. Ottis Patton, and Mrs. A. D.

PERSONALS

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Dunn,
dr., and children, Barbara and
Wednesday, July 2
Miss Twila A. Adams, bride- Wallace were the gracious hosprenuptial event.
Walter, of Bellingham, WashingThe Cherry Corner
elect of Danny M. Dunn, was tesses for the
ton, are the guests of their par- Church WIdS will meet at
The guests were greeted at the
honored with a personal shower
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther L. church at 7:30 p.m.
door by Mrs. Patton.
held on Tuesday, June 24.
•••
Dunn of Murray and Mr.and Mrs.
For the occasion the honoree
The special event was held
Chester Ross of Mayfield.
The Flint Baptist Church at the home of Mrs. Joseph E. chose' to wear from her trouWMS will meet at the church Sledd with Mrs. Dwain Nesbitt sseau an apricot voile dress
Mrs. Roy Bynum of Murray at seven p.m.
empire waist
and Miss Sharon Sledd as host- fashioned with an
Route Three has been a patient
and
wore matchShe
sleeves.
long
esses. '
at the Lourdes Hospital, PaduThe regular ladles day lunch- The honoree chose to wear ing accessories.
cah.
eon will be served at the Oaks a sundress of pink with yellow
Country Club at 12:15 p.m. Hos- daisies and pink accessories. The place of the bride-elect
Loyd Ratteree of Hazel Route tesses are Mesdames Pauline
She was presented a corsage was marked with a bridal bouquet
Two has been dismissed from McCoy and Bess Kerlick,
of gardenias and artificial pink
of yellow roses to accent the
roses placed beside a bride doll.
the Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. chairman, Bonnie Crouch, Eloise yellow,daisies in her attire.
Keel, Mary Humphreys, Lyndia
her many The-bouquet was presented by the
opened
Adams
Miss
a heart design and were covered Cochran, Juana Dodson, Janice lovely gifts and refreshments hostesses to the honoree for her
by an intricate canopy of satin Compton, Cathrine King, Mar- of Cokes, brownies, and cake to use at her wedding rehearsal.
garet Morten, Linda Crouch,
flowers.
Were served by the hostesses.
Simmons.
Each place at the tables in the
Mints, nuts, cake, and punch and May Boaz
Those present were Misses
•••
living room was , marked with a
were served from the silver
BenneNorma
Wiggins,
Patricia
Friday, July 4
gardenia fbr-the guest to wear.
appointments.
The Senior Citizens Club will tt, Sharon Venable, Carolyn Ven- These included the honoree's
Mrs. Glynb Orr of Puryear,
luncheon at the able, Laurie Tucker, Deborah mother, Mrs. John Colley of
Tennessee, presided at the punch have a potluck
Ellis Drive, Brandon, Joan Peery, Renee Sle- Fulton, and her mother-in-law
Center,
Community
bowl, and Mrs. Glenn Hassett of
dd, Stacy Adams,Sabrina Tucker,
noon.
at
12
Atlanta, Georgia, served the
•••
Mrs, Janice Hayes, Mrs. Rita to be, Mrs. Leon Grogan of
Murray.
cake. Assisting in serving were
Mrs. Phyllis McClure,
Pride,
Miss Judy Brandon and Mrs. Bob- The families of the late Mrs. Belinda Higgins,
Mrs.
George Coles and Bro. T. G.
Ceritgling the larg4 table was
by Barron, both of Murray.
Shelton will have a reunion at Laurie Sledd, the honoree, her a-gorgeous
arrangement of snapAdams,
Estelle
Mrs.
the Murray City Park. A basket mother,
dragons, carnations, and baby's
hostesses.
and
the
the
at
spread
be
will
lunch
All those assisting at the rebreath in pastel shades. Each
ception wore corsages of white noon hour. • • •
of the card tables was centered
of their golden wedding anni- with a cherub.
carnations.
Family day will be held at versary. All friends...Mid.
Mr. and Mrs. Keel left for a
Places were marked for four- County Country ives ar invited.
wedding trip to the Great Smoky the Calloway
teen
guests.
•
•
•
•
will
dinner
he
Mountains with the bride choos- Club. A catered
_
the Club at seven p.m
at
served
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A-.
0.
Woods
ing for her going a-way costumil
Please make reservations by will celebrate their golden weda grey linen dress trimmed in
July 3 by calling Mr. and Mrs. ding anniversary with an open wedding anniversary from two
black stitching and white lace
Jimmy Boone 753-5838 or, Mr. house at the nrst United Me- to five p. m. All friends and rewith matching accessories. Her
and Mrs. Bob Billington 1/53- thodist Church from two to five latives are invited.
•• •
corsage was the orchid from her 1799.
p. m. All friends and relatives
bridal bouquet.
• ••
Sunday,
July 13
are invited to attend. The Cunningham reunion by
Sunday. July 6
The bridal couple is now at A reception for Mr. and Mrs.
descendants of Bruce Morgan
Open house will be held by and Green Cunningham will be
home at 860 Murfreesboro Road, Bryan Staples, ICirksey Route
Apartment A-22, Nashville, Te- Two, will be held at their home Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Huckaby held at the Murray City Park
nnessee , where Mr. Keel is em- two to five p. m. in celebration at their home near Stella in at the 8th Street pavilion. e-s
celebration of their silver (25th)
ployed by Reliance Insurance
Company.

DEAR ABBY: I come very close to being the person
described by "CO-WORKER." [She raises her children on
the telephone on company time.]
Suppose a woman finds herself widowed or divorced with
(Photo by Love)
children to support? What are her alternatives? She could:
MX. and MRS. KENNETH L. KEEL
1. Go on relief.
2. Steal.
3. Sponge off her relatives.
Candlelight illuminated the nup- a matching color. She carried
tial setting on Saturday, June 7, a single mint green glamelia
4. Entertain men for money.
when Miss Maxie Hoag became with a long velvet stem and
5. Do as I did. Go to work.
the bride of Kenneth L.''Keel in leaves.
My children are too ofd for baby sitters. The hours
a lovely ceremony at the Scott's
between after school and the time I get borne from work are
Grove Baptist Church.
The bridesmaids were Mrs.
few, and I don't think their being alone during that time can
Rev. Leon Penick, minister of William Bogard, Mrs. Tommy
be called "letting them raise themselves."
the church, officiated at the doub- Lyons, Miss Barbie Keel, sister
My children are told that I am available to them by
le ring ceremony held at six of the groom, Mrs. Danny Bazzphone if they have any questions, and I made that clear to
o'clock in the evening.
ell, and Mrs. Edward Aftuck of
my boss when I took this job. My children receive more
The bride is the daughter of Binghampton, New York. Miss
supervision and attention than children from homes where - Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hoke of Mur- Lesa Hoke, niece of the bride,
Mother never leaves home except for bridge parties and club
ray and the groom is the son of was the junior bridesmaid.
meetings.
_ Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keel of Tri The bridesmaids all wore floor.
City.
If you were in my position, Abby, which alternative
length gowns of mint green voile,
Rehearsal Dinner
The vows were exchanged be- fashioned identical to the matron
would you choose?
fore an altar of yellow flowers of honor's gown. They wore headThe rehearsal dinner, given
WORKING MOTHER
featuring arrangements of Ws- pieces of silk illusion that was by Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Keel,
DEAR MOTHER: The one you chose.
kete of yellow gladioli, yellow attached to a single mint green was in the red room of the Rolldaisies, palms, and candlelabra. rose, wit% Matching gloves an
Jul' ofAiurray on Friday
The center candlelabratield nine shoes. They carried single yell *ening, Jane 8.
DEAR ABBY: I have read with great interest the recent
yellow cathedral tapers, with two ow glamelia with long velve
article regarding the American service man who was bringwhite doves. On each side of the stems and leaves.
A beautiful green and white
ing home a Vietnamese "prostitute" as his wife.
candlelnbra were large baskets
Misses Dana and Jena Hoke, floral arrangement flanked by
I am one of many service men here in Viet Nam, and I
with arrangements of yellow glad- nieces of the bride, were the candlelabra with burning white
want to tell you a little story: During the major campaign of
ioli and daisies. 'these wer flower girls. They wore floor tapers
centered the table of the
1968, my Vietnamese wife - at the risk of her own life flanked by two tall brass spiral length gowns identical to the honored guests. Candlelabra
with
stayed by my side during three days of pure hell, completely
candlelabra which held thirty matron of honor, and their head- burning white tapers were spacsurrounded by Viet Cong. She could have evacuated the area
burning tapers and a string of pieces were of silk illusion that ed at intervals on the additional
earlier, but she chme to remain with me, knowing full well
yellow bells. To further enhance was attached to a single pale guest table.
that the penalty would be death if the Viet Coog found her in
the Wedding scene other baskets yellow rose. Their gloves and
the company of as American.
of yellow gladioli and daisies, shoes were of a matching color. Gifts were presented to the
two brass candlelabra, large pal- They carried a basket tied with members of the wedding party
This same girl had been married three years before to a
ms and ferns were used. The fam- lily of the valley and dropped by Miss Hoke and Mr. Keel,
Vietnamese captain in the marines who had been killed in
ily pews were marked with brass yellow petals in the path of the
Covers were laid for Miss
the service of his country.
markers holding yellow burning !wide.
Hoke Mr. Keel, Mr. anel Mrs.
Our marriage was recently approved, after a tong
Mike Stallins of Nashville, Te- Carl Hoke, Rev. and Mrs. Leon
candles, covered with chimney.
Investigation which proved that this girl has a character and
Joe Forsee of Murray, organ- nnessee, served the groom as Penick, Mrs. Lessie Pickard,
integrity that most American women would have difficulty
ist, and Miss Linda Darnell oi best man. The groomsmen were. Mr. and Mrs. Brent Bennett,
matching.
Murray, soloist, presented a lov- Dick Sims of Murray, Art Bailey Miss Linda Darnell, Joe Forsee,
When I arrive in the States with my wife, if anyone
ely program of nuptial music, of Hamilton, Ohio, Harold Dou- Mr. and Mrs. Danny Bazzell,
labels her a "prostitute," be will have to answer to me.
The organist played several num- thitt of Lexington, MartirDou- Mrs. William Bogard,Mrs.TomA FOUR YEAR VIET NAM VETERAN
bers including the traditional thitt of Bowling Green, the latter my Lyons, Miss Barbara Keel,
wedding marches for the pro- two being cousins of the groom, Misses Dana, Jena, and Lesa
DEAR ABBY: I wish you had been more positive in - cessional and the recessional. and Larry Holland of Hopkins- Hoke, Master Jeff Garrison, and
stating that it is a father's DUTY to make an effort to mast • Miss Darnell sang "Whither vine. Jimmy Keel, cousin of Dick Sims all of Murray, Jimmy
Thou Goest","Promise Me", the groom, was junior grooms- Keel of Lynnville, Mr. and Mrs.
every young man who comes to take his daughter out.
and "The Lord's Prayer" as the man.
Edward Aftuck of Buighampton,
My husband was one of those fathers who was either not
couple knelt on the kneeling benMaster Jeff Garrison, son of New York, Mr. and Mrs, Art
at home, or was "too busy" to meet his daughter's dates, and
ch.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Garrison, Bailey of Hamilton, Ohio, Larry
now we have a grandchild whose father he never met until be
was the ringbearer and carried Holland of Hopkinsvi/le, Miss
had to ask him to marry his daughter.
Bride's Dress
the rings on a satin pillow.
Bess Key Douthitt and Mike Sta[sign me) "BITTER"
For her daughter's wedding llins of Nashville, Tennessee,
The lovely bride approached Mrs. Hoke was attired in a dac- Mr. and Mrs. Slayden Douthitt
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a persesal-tie altar escorted by her father, ron knit ensemble of pale yellow, and David A. Collier of Jackson,
repay write to Abby. Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal. Me, and
who gave her in marriage.
with matching hat, gloves, and Martin Douthitt of Bowling Greenclose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
She chose for her wedding a accessories. Her corsage was en, Harold Douthitt of Lexington,
Hate to write letters? Send 11 to Abby, Hex Orme, Les floor-length gown of imported composed of two- cymbidium or- and Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Keel.
white silk organza oveepeau de chids.
Millelea, Cal. Inele, for Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write
Letters soie. The gown was designed
Mrs. Keel, mother of the .!7roler AB Occasisas."
with an empire waist-line, which om, selected a mint green nylon
featured leg of mutton sleeves satin crepe ensemble, with mataccented at the cuff with seed ching hat, gloves, and accessorannounce the birth of a daughter, pearls. Sixteen pearl buttons ies. Pinned at the shoulder
were
Virginia Sue, weighing six pounds fastened the cuffs. The oval two cymbidium orchids.
14 ounces, born on Monday, June neckline was embroidered
The groom's grandmother,
with
30, at 8:15 a.m. at the Murray- seed pearls identical to the cuffs Mrs. Lessie Pickard,
wore a
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Warren Calloway
County Hospital.
and Gallion lace trimmed the corsage of white carnations.
of Murray Route Four announce
They have another daughter, hemline of the gown. A floorMiss Amanda Hoke, cousin of
the birth of a daughter, Melissa Angela, age two.
The father is length bow, of the same material the bride, presided at the
registAnn, weighing six pounds 153/4 employed at construction
work as the gown, was attached to the er at the church.
pounds, born on Sunday June 29, in Murray.
back of the empire waist.
at 11:50 p.m. at the MurrayThe grandparents are Mr. and
Her floor-length illusion veil
Reception
Calloway County HOspital.
Mrs. Harvey Pritchett of Dexter train was bordered with Gallion
Grandparents are
Mr. and led Mr, and
Mrs. Alford Ford of lace and fell from a crown of silk
Following the wedding the reMrs. Jay Warren of Murray Rou- Benton.
organza with seed pearls in petal ception was held in thePed Room
te Four and Mr. and Mrs. Guthformations and heart shape pear- of the Holiday Inn of Murray.
rie Osborn of Hazel Route Two.
Is which stood an inch and oneThe serving table was overlaid
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell of Hazel Canoe Trees
half from the crown.
with white lace over a yellow
Route Two is a great grandmoth- In Everglades
The bride carried a beautiful cloth with yellow net. The net
er.
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) "I can paddle, canoe?"is a pun cascade bouquet of white roses, was caught at intervals with smaRobert Earl is the name chosen heard with more freeuency now- lily of the valley, stephanotis ll clusters of lily of the valley
by Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kerruish, adays in Everglades )ational Park. and a white catteleya orchid. and wedding bells. Centering the
South 13th Street, Murray, for Three recently opefiell canoe Her only jewelry was a diamond table was a lovely arrangement
their son, weighing six pounds trails originating in the vicinity pendant, a gift of the groom. of snapdragons and baby's breaMrs. Brent Bennett servedher th. Long yellow tapers in crystal
14 ,2 ounces, born on Sunday,June of the Flamingo visitor center
29, at four p.m. at the Murray- provide new boating and camping sister as matron of honor. She candle holders flanked the beau- Let -us we/comiti!
Calloway County Hospital.
opportunities in the mangrove wore a floor-length gown of pale tiful centerpiece. An exquisite
The new father is employed section of the wildlife sanctuary. yellow voile, fashioned with oval four tiered wedding cake adorned
the table. Each tier was
separatTherselina charge for vacationers neckline and empire bodice to
at the local hospital. -.Phone 75.s-2378
bride's
the
match
dress.
ed by white Grecian columns with
The
Grandparents are Mr. Geral- using the trails.
simple A-line skirt had a floor Italian Philigree trim. The tiers
dine Hall, South 7th Stfeet, Murlength bow attached to the back were decorated with clusters of
ray, and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Travel to India
of the empire waist. Her head. white grapes, roses and scrolls
Shroyer et Pennsylvania.
NEW DELHI (UPI) - India piece was a pouff nose veil of of white Italian Philigree. A
minreceived
189,000touristsin 1968. silk illusion that was attached iature bride and groom adorned
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey PritcheThe largest number. 41,741, came to a single pale yellow rose. the top of the cake and they stood
tt, Jr., of Benton Route One
from the United States.
Her gloves and shoes were in upon a pearalized white base with
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QUICK-ON
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"Instant' pictures and sound

Don't miss this most exciting
of all
7-day Color TV Spectaculars!
Le!-otll to Splash-down,July16-22

You'll be "front-row-center" wherever you sit in your room! Model 6800 brings
you greater viewing enjoyment from all the colorful excitement and thrills of your .favorite
shows and summer sports events. Though modestly priced, it offers all of the outstanding
features above, plus fasting reliability. Select from over 40 beautiful models: an authentic
style for every setting-a model for every budget.
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SAVE on this Magnavox VALUE!
Now -Portable Color TV with big -set features and,.
performance you'd expect and get from a magnificent
Magnavox. Model 6000 has convenient carrying handle,
telescoping dipole antenna plus a 1 1 7 sq. in screen
that is larger than most other portables on the market
today. Enjoy it wherever you go!
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PRICES GOOD WED. THRU TUESDAY

A STOREY FOOD GIANT FIRST! !
Yes, Mrs. Housewife, we are pleased to be first
in Murray with SEE THROUGH CLEAR PLASTIC
MEAT TRAYS. You can now turn your meat package over and see what it looks like on the BOTTOM
as well as the TOP. This is just another convience
which Storey's offers you at no extra charge, of
course. We specialize in fine meats, and you can
see them too.

NEW STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK
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PM Shoot
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That Girl

By MERRIMAN SMITH
Pieties
UPI White House Reporter PORTNOY
'
S COMPLAINT
WASHINGTON OE — Begs- Philip Roth
stairs at the White House:
THE GODFATHER
- Mario Puzo
There has been much diecuasion in the White House lobby THE LOVE MACHINE
- Jacqueline Swann •
and, indeed, in Press Secretary
- Ronald Ziegler's news aiding., SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
- Kurt Vorutegut, Jr.
about whether President Nixon
"blew he cool" at his last news THE SALZBURG CONNECTION
- Helen Maelnnes
conference. This was when he
EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEE
was less than laudeory.4 form- Jessamyn West
er Defense Secretary ant
ADA OR ADROR
Clifford.
- Vladimir Nabokov
The press secretary's position BULLET PARK
Ii that the Chief Executive
- John Cheever
thought out "very carefully" in AIRPORT - Arthur Halley
advance what he said about THE VINES OF YARRABEE
Clifford's recent article in
- Dorothy Eden
Forster Affairs in which the
former Cabinet officer advocatRoulettes
ed getting all American ground
combat forces out of South JENNIE:- lffalph G. Martin
Vietnam by the end of next THE 900 DAYS - Harrison Salisbur)
ERNEST HEMINGWAY
year.
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As the World Turns
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Another World
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V..1111011 Outdoors
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Movie
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Joey Bishop Shows
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Problem Grass
NEW
YORK -(t1P1)
For those bare problem- are;.
where grass finds tough growing,
set clay pots of sedums or sempervivums. Some variety of
sedums will flower. in addition
to sprouting greenery that make

- Carlos Baker

Questioned about the article,
Nixon said he 'hoped" to beat
Clifford's time-table. But in the
same calloquy, the President
also noted that the highest casualty rate of the Southearit Asian war was run up while Clifford was defense secretary.
Behind this dialogue was the
fact that these two men dislike
each other intensely—Nixon and
Clifford. This, of course, the
Wilke House would deny.
Nixon, for the record, dislikes no one intensely. To do so
would match his image of 1980
and 1962 when be wan being
drubbed politically—and whetr
Clifford was supplying ideas for
the late President John F. Kennedy.
This is not to suggest that
Clifford was a primary source
of Kennedy ammunition during
the heated 1989 presidential
race. Clifford, however, was on
Kennedy's side. He was and is
a clever man with words.
in fact, Clifford supplied former President Harry S. Truman with some of his more
oratorival blows against
Republican Thomas E. Dewey
during the 1948 campaign which
Truman won against virtually
all expert opinion.
In the jungle of national politics, it would seem only natural for Nixon and Clifford to
have something of a disaffection for each other.
And It was against this Jungle background that Nixon fierd
back at the former Johnson
Cabinet officer and confidante
of Messrs. Truman and Kennedy.

HURT, 4 1H 7

in

all shapes

displayed

and sizes - were

or demonstrated,

many for the first time. It all
added up to the most comprehensive undertaking of its kind
in GM history.
The vehicles had a variety of
unconventional power plants including turbine, steam, electric and hybrid systems along
with experimental piston engines with reduced air pollutant
characteristics.
GM President Edward N.
Cole claimed no breakthroughs
for any of the projects and said
considerable additional development is necessary before any of
the vehicle, could be available
for production.
He promised continued aggressive research efforts in an
attempt to reach solutions
which will "best serve the needs
of society with respect to both
air pollution and overall transportation requirements."
Among the unusual vehicles
demonstrated were several ex-

to 56 inches and length from 66

little more than 86 inches.
All have front entry.
The 512 hybrid power system consists of a 12-cubic inch
engine coupled with a
series direct-!
,current electric
motor. 14 the hybrid mode, top
speed 4%5 miles per hour. fle
range in the electric mode at 30
mikado per hour is 5.2 guiles. In
the hybrid mode with three gallons of-gasoline it is apprestriroately 150 miles.
4
to a

HOLLY
ALL LAND AND $EA
ACCESS TO GIBRALTAR
CUT OFF BY SPAIN

PERU TO TAKE OVER
MAJO1 PRIVATE LAND
TRACTS AND GIVE
THIN TO PEASANT,
AIR AND GROUND
IIATTUS ERUPT
AS MIDDLE EAST
ROARS TOWARD
NEW CRISIS POINT

UT..434VES SOUTH VIETNAM
64 ARMED RIVER PATROL
WATS YAWED AT $11112MILLI•N

104 PORTUGUESE
501.015115 DROWN
WHIN BARGE SINKS
Si ZAMBESI RIVER
IN InOTAMIliOul

13 KILLED, 100 WOUNDED
WI PIGHTING UTWIre
PERU POUCE, LA601111111S
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TAKE THE RISK OUT OF BUYING A USED CAR Ell A WRITTEN

NOTES

Lined up on display are thaw sacking experimental vehicles by GM. From left are the 511 threewheel, gasoline-powered commuter and the 512 series of cars-a gasoline-electric hybrid only 56
inches high: an all-eteetric car with • range of 58 miles at 25 mph, and a sporty version powered
by a two-cylinder, 12-horsepower gasoline engine.

forms of automotive power.
Twenty-six special vehicles-

10 KILLED IN CRASH
OF DOMINICAN CARGO
PLANE 111 MIAMI STREIT

WITH

CBS will have live telecasts
of play on the third and final
rounds of- the American Golf
Week in Akron, Ohio July 2627.
•
Singer • Robert Goulet will
have his own one-hour special
on ABC during the 1969-70
season.

the latest results of its continuing investigation into various

By R

SKATING ON CEMENT SIDEWALKS

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Of —
Paul Stewart, owner of a shoeshin.• shop in the ares of the
University of Tennessee wasn't
Jrwy ItIshcs Show
doing much business—with all
NEW
YORK (UPI) those students shuffling around
British
pl
ay
%Tight
loh n Osborne;'
bi
hare feet, sandais and cloth
Golf Colones
who will be represented in the
sneakers.
la Hawaii
Stewart hopes, hOwrFer to Broadway theater this fall with
HONOLULU (UPI)- Hawaii
has 37 golf courses to accomo- bail himself out with a new "A Patriot for Me,- has agreed
date its estimated 25,000 golfers. enterprise. He bought a scrub to write a 90-minute drama for
brush, a wash basin and some
towels and hung out a new sign. NBC television for use in the
ideal ground cover. They need "Feet
washed & toe nails polish- 1970-71 season. The theme and
little attention, except regular ed—$L50."
setting..wilLbe =dna..
watering.

perimental special purpose cars
for limited urban transportation.
Three of these vehicles called the 512 series—have
basically the same two-passenger body size and configuration.
One is gasoline powered, another is electric and the third is
a hybrid gasoline-electric. Because of their small size and
comparatively low-speed performance, they would have to.
operate on a road system of
their own in an urban area or
in a reserve lane on existing
roadways in the interest of
safety.
Their wheelbase ranges from
60 to 52 inches, height from 52

POPS WARNS AGAINST
DECREASING FIDELITY
LACE OF CONFIDENCE

limn..
Athl
Can
In 111

wood, mc
KNEES STILL

•":"

Power Plants Are Varied In These Cars

has unveiled

FACTIONAL FIGHTING
alPOStiCKY
Car
191 COM/AMISS DMA'S
CmlICIANG
a

AM1ASSADOR SO CALL
LADS TO ItIPOITS
MOSCOW IS HOLDING
TOP-LIVII. REVIEW
Of KREMLIN POLICIES

by Charles M. Schulz

NEW ENTERPRISE

Experimental Vehicles

General Motors

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NBC will -introduce a new
five-a-week panel program June
30 when "You're Putting Me
On" takes over the 1:30-2 p.m.
spot. Bill Leyden is the host.
There wilt be three perrnanerit
celebrity panelists, each, paired
with a guest panelist weekly.
The game involves guessing famous personalities from clues provided in questions.

The 512 electric car contains
an 84-volt power battery pack
connected with a Delco- Remy
motor featuring solid state controls. It utilizes special DelcoThis fall marks the start of
Remy lightweight lead-acid bat- the fifth season for ABCs "The
teries as its main power source. FBI"
series.
with
Efrem
The car's range at 25 miles an

hour is 58 miles.
The 512 gasoline driven car
is propelled by a 19.6 cubic
inch 2-cylinder 12-horsepower
aluminum engine with 11-1
compression ratio. Its top speed
is 45 miles per hour, and its
range with a four-gallon fuel
tank is approximately 290 miles.
Another experimental vehicle— the 511 — is classed as a
possible commuter car with
high enough performance to
mingle with urban traffic although some construction features would have to be carefully
examined from a safety standpoint.
The 511 featur4s a threewheel suspension. Its purpose
would be to transport two people from suburbs to downtown
offices at freeway speeds. It is
powered by a rear-mounted 4cylinder 91 cubit. inch Opel engine capable of 67 horsepower.

100%GUARANTEE
ROL

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
1968 Opel Kadett. Beautiful Red
>lk-1968 VW Sedan With Automatic Stick. It's New in
Respect

Every

1968 VW San, Radio, Bumper—Guar
-de, Many Other Extras,
Two 1967 VW
Choice.

sedans, one

Blue, One Black. Take Your

An

Black Interior.

1967 Chev. Impala Coupe. Air, Power and Automatic. OreOwner.
1967 Chev. Bel-Air 4-Door Sedan. A1r Power, Automatic.
White With Black Interior,
1967 Dodge Dart 4-door Sedan, Automatic "6", :New
Trade-1n. See It Now,

Car

1966 Buick LaSabre4 4-Door Hardtop. Automatic With Power.
An Extra Nice Car,

Four 1965 VW Sedans To Choose From,
1963 VW Sedan,

With

o:.

EXCEPTIONALLY Crain Car. Good

Economical Transportation,

• TRACKS
the TT&
RS

1962 Olds F-85 4-Door Sedan. Looks, Runs and Drives Real
Good, It's A Real Economy Car.

These Friendly And Courteous Personnel Are Eager To Serve You

Zimbalist Jr. and the other regulars still on the scene.
*5*

"Mission:
Impossible- on
CBS gets Leonard Nimoy as
new member of the Impossible
Missions Forces in the fall
Nimoy is the actor who-gained
much attention on the "Star
Trek" series as Mr. Spock, the
one with the pointed ears.

Chicago • Ireland
Service

CHICAGO(UPI)- Aer Lingua,
heland's national airlines, has
inaugurated daily nonstop jet
plane service betweeti. thicago
and Shannon and Dublin Monday
thruugh. Saturday,On Sunday
flights, a stopover is made in
Montreal.

Listen To The

BILL FIELDS SHOW
Featuring Country Music
On

WAAW 103.1 ON YOUR RI DIAL
Every Morning 6 Till 7:30
Brought To You In Part By
Carroll Volkswagen

You'll Buy With Confidence At

inRot

pi

Win
CHESTNUT

VOLKSWAGEN
MURRAY, KY.

(OPEN FRIDAY Till 8:30 P.M.
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Athletes
Can Star
In Movies

THE
of him just as much in terms
of football stardom.
Local Boy Makes Good
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Alcoa Aluminum
TRACKS TO NOWHERE —"Railway porters take it easy in
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119C1

FRESH

SHASTA CANNED

the middle of the tracks at a large railway station in Rome
as a Station Masters' Union strikes Italian railroads.
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
QUANITIES.
TO LIMIT
U. S. INSPECTED & GRADET"

SOUTHERN BELLE TENDER SMOKED

A

AROUND AND AROUND —
Bonny is whirling around
Earth for 30 days in a spacecraft to monitor effects of a
prolonged trip outside the
pull cf gravity. She left Cape
Kennedy June 28.

l'-'

.UNT'S TOW Tn
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One of the great USC stars of
the past was Aaron Rosenberg,
a nationally recognized lineman.
And although he has produced
many movies, and put on NBC.
TV's "Daniel Boone" series,
long-time Angelenos who are sports tans are still likely
_ to think

Agomq'
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Don Drysdale, a local boy who
made good with the Los, Angelesl
Dodgers, has appeared on a number of network video shows - the
old Donna Reed series among
them.
By RICK DU BROW
It is true that out-of-town athHOLLYWOOD UPI - The natu- letes get a break in show busiral ties between sports celebrit- ness from time to time too.
ies and Hollywood's movie-tele- Jim Brown, ex-Cleveland Browns
vision industry are considerable. football hero, is a movie star.
And the college or profession.. Bill Russell, of basketball's Boston Celtics - and a friend of
al athlete who plays a
starring Brown - apparently will take a
role on a team in the Los
Angeles crack at films, and has already
area can usually do pretty
well been on television: In Connors'
for himself if he has any
theatric- "Cowboy in Africa" series, for
al ability or inclination at
all.
And, of course, if he is really instance.
F. Scott Fitzgerald once sugga major star.
ested , in his 1920s frame of
For the celebrities that seem reference, that the ultimate Amto impress the film executives erican hero of his time perhaps
and personalities the most are would be a college football hero
the sports heroes. They root won then died g/nsieusi5 tn War.
just like any other fans for the Times change. Today wars don't
local teams, and the hometown seem quite as glamorous as film
heroes merely happen to have success. Maybe there is progreHollywood as their home town. ss after all.
5
ARiiip
ST PRA
In other cities, local businesses
* * *
are kind to athletes. In Hollywood, moviemaking is a local Debut
—
business.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
—
French star Jeanne Moreau will
make her American movie debut
opposite Lee Marvin in "Monte
Simpson To Appear
Walsh," a horse opera based on
the Jack Schaefer novel.
The other day, for instance,
0. J. Simpson announced he is
lir
going to appear in an episode of
CBS-TV's new, fall, one - hour
dramatic series, "Medical CenOSAGE FR ST NE
ter." Simpson, of course, played
for the University of Southern
California, which is in Los Angeles, and was an enormous celebrity. hereabouts. if he WI play•
ed for Oklahoma A&M,for instance, it's not too likely his film
industry connections would be
FORKBOAT
as good.
For here in Hollywood, the
film people have a chance to be
on talking terms with their sports
r
heroes, and that's how an awful
lot of things are done, as in any
10 1 -0N61.1:4.* : DILL
business.
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Neck Bones

I2
c AONVI

LB. BC

yes Real

CREAPIES
MLEMONADE9

MORTON'S

14I% Oz.
Size

2T

EN

BONDS WHOLE SWEET

ARGENTINA 'Demonstrators protesting
New York Gov. Nefson Rocrkefeller's visit to Argentina for
President Nixt;ii flee shrouds of tear gas police used to dis__pat:0e them in-iluenos_Aires. ,Cin...the last leg or the fourth
and final portion of his Latin America mission for Nixon.
Itockefieth-r repeated what he said before that he "came to
_listen. not to offer solutions.- •
;• (Radiophoto)

59
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100 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 100
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A COOL DISH for a hot night, Cream of Cucumber Ring is served filled with salad vegetables Dairy sour cream lends its creamy goodness to this appetizing main dish mold.
By JOAN O'SULUYAN
'THERE'S nothing heats up
I the kitchen faster on a
hot day than the oven, so cool
It by making meals that can
be prepared on top of the
stove.
• Buffet Ham Balls are a
nice switch for summer. The
flavor is good—and so is the
Sour Cream
Sauce that's
spooned over them...,..
• Another great Not Is a
cool entree, such as today's
Cream of Cucumber ring. This
molded main dish comes to
the table fresh from the refrigerator. Round out the
menu by serving it with fresh
vegetables and a scoop of cottage cheese.
•Easily made egg dishes
also serve the cook's purpose
—to spend as little time in
the kitchen as is possible on
a hot evening.
In this Category, one of my
favorites is Egg Foo Yung.
BUFFET HAM BALLS
% cup milk
% cup bread crumbs
/
1
4 teaspoon dry mustard
1 egg
2 cups ground ham
(either uncooked or
precooked)
3 tablespoons butter
10,, cup water
Sour Cream Sauce'
11 cup salad dressing
12 cup diced green pepper
,
1 cup sliced green onion
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon seasoned salt
1.2 teaspoon pepper
Soften gelatin in water. Melt
over low heat.
Combine remaining ingredients; mix well. Add softened
gelatin: mix well
Pour into a lightly oiled
41
/
4 cup ring or tall mold.
Chill until firm.
Unmold on crisp salad
greens and serve with favorite
salad dressing, fresh vegetables, cottage or other cheese.
Serves 6 to 8
EGG FOO YUNG
6 eggs
/
1
4 cup chopped onion
1 small green pepper
1 (1 lb.) can bean
Combine milk and crumbs,
allow to stand until moisture
is absorbed.
Add mustard, egg and ham;
blend thoroughly.
Form into balls about 11
/
4
inches in diameter.
Melt butter in a heavy
skillet, add _ham balls and
brown lightly. Add water,
rover and cook over low heat
for 15 minutes, if ham is precooked; 25 minutes for uncooked ham. Reserve drippings
for Sour Cream Sauce

sprouts, drained
14 teaspoon salt
in a large bowl beat eggs.
Seed and dice the green
pepper. Add to eggs with bean
sprout-% and salt
For each serving, ladle
cup of the mixture onto a
lightly greased griddle. Cook
until golden brown on bottom.
Turn and brown the- other side.
Sarge fhimediattly with Foo
Yung Gravy*,
Serves 6.
FOO YUNG GRAVY
1 12 cups chicken broth

1 1 2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon soy sauce
1 2 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
14, teaspoon sugar
In a small saucepan, blend
the chicken broth into the
cornstarch. Stir in remaining
ingredients.

Plain Lens.
and Polarizedl
FOSTER GRANT or RAYEX

SUN GLASSES

Cook over medium heat
stirring caustantly, until thick,
then boil 1. minute. ----Serve Foo Yung Gravy hot
over Egg Foo Yung.

$1.00 Valor—Big K Rog. 77c
FRIDAY ONLY
$1.50 Volu•—eig K Rog. $1.27
FRIDAY ONLY

Regular and Extra Hold

$2.00 Voles--Sig K Reg. $1.57
FRIDAY ONLY
$3.00 Yalu.—Big K Rog. $2.37
FRIDAY ONLY

Halo
spiv(

$4.00
FRIDAY ONLY
15.00
FRIDAY ONLY

FRIDAY ONLY

K Rog $3.27

K Reg. $3.97

CUPONS, FANCY, BASIC STYLES

NEW INSTANT

Medi-Quik
FIRST AID SPRAY
5-oz
Reg
$2.00
FRIDAY
ONLY
Western Electric's Diane Geiser listens to this 93-yearold telephone receiver, but there Is only silence. Historic records, however, do have v.mething to say about the odd oblArt. It was made for Visha Gray, on. of the founders of
Western Electric, accerding to speciflcati"ns he submitted
to the U.S. Patent Office February 14, 1876. An electromagnet on the left was to send vibrolons to a diaphragm stretchacross the wooden bulb which Gray called a "recelvino vocalizing chamber." There's no recr.rd it ever was used, but
the records are clear that another inventor, Alexander Graham Bell, applied for a telephone Patent on the same date.
a few hours before Grey's notice of Intent to seek a patent
... Today, Western Electric, manufacturing and supply unit
of the Boll System, is observing its 100th anniversary after
producing more than 180 million telephone receivers.

Kelling
Fancy
Cashews

SQUIBB

ASPIRIN

37c

TABLETS
Bottle
of 200
Tablets

FRIDAY
ONLY
Ecoramical 12 az. do
tieari -LO
.,

Vip, plav: IS

.4iAly: shiny fresh . .
.11001 Cfancby ci.sp

FRIDAY ONLY
Serve with "our Cream
Sauce.
Makes 24 ham balls.
SOUR CREAM SAUCE
2 tablespoons flOur
2 tablespoons kith Ulla
drippings
1 cup dairy sour Prelim
ii', pint,
1 tablespoon,sugar
1 teaspoon dill weed
it teaspoon salt
Blend flour into barn drippings, then add sour cream

and sugar.
Cook and stir until smooth
and slightly thickened.
Add seasonings and pour
warm sauce over ham balls
CREAM OF CUCUMBER
RING
2 envelopes unflavored
gelatin
1 12 cups cold water
2 cups It pint) dairy sour
cream
1% cups drained. shredded,
peeled cucumber

MKRM
M061104.97111
-i —
Big
18-oz.
Reg.
$1.49

7-PIECE

Friday Only

Beverage Set
frir „

HEAVY DUTY WEAR-EVER

Consists of
Pitcher and 6
12-oz. Glasses
Gold or
Avocado
FRIDAY ONLY

ALUMINUM FOIL
18 Inchasysfide,

UR,

25 Feet tong
FRIDAY ONLY

44c
A $3.74
VALUE

POTATO

TECHMATIC RAZOR
Plus 10-Edge Band

FRIDAY
ONLY

DISPENSER
With 85
5-oz. cups
FRIDAY ONLY

Dairy emm44MEAT SALLE; are something else again when they're Made with ground ham. This topof-the-stove recipe is served with a Sour Cream Sauce that's sparked with dill weed

•

CELEBRATE INDEPENDENCE DAY AT BIG K

CHIPS
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hor flULY* E5til!
WILL BE OPEN 9a.m. to 9 p.m., FRIDAY, JULY 4th
Fireworks go up, PRICES GO DOWN July 4th
at Big K. Celebrate Independence Day the
Big K way. Here are just a few of the bargains
... Don't letanything keep you from attending
this big event!

LADIES' Reg. $299

SLACKS

AliOrWrsd/PFAiOr

188

r-

CANNON
BRAND
SEAMLESS
MESH

FRIDAY ONLY
A big assortment of styles including Hi-Rise Waist, four-button
front, wide belt loops, side zip,
torso waist, heel and to., 16-inch
leg, button-trim, cotton, solid
colors.

•

FRIDAY ONLY

BOY'S 3-4-5-6

SHEER NYLONS

•-BOXER SHORTS

Sizes 8/
1
2toll in cinnamon, honey beige
and taupe

LADIES'

A bog s•NIction of prints,
stripes and solids in many
styles and colors for both
boys and girls
Sizes 12
months to 6..
You will
want to buy several et this
low, low price

--Sen-forized Broadcloth Print, assorted colors,
elastic waist.

1

00

pair

FRIDAY
ONLY

FRIDAY ONLY

NANA,
pa

QUAKER -STATE
OR HAVOLINE

TURTLE
WAX

MOTOR OIL

00

BIG K
Reg.
48c
Gt.

Long Lasting,
Easy to Apply
Reg. $2.66

•PRIDAY ONLY

flu//g-

FRIDAY ONLY

22" Cut, Recoil Starter,
312 h.p. Briggs and Stratton Engine. Bull - Horn
Han, Lock
Free
Wheels.

FRIDAY ONLY

AUTO ANTENNAS
—best quality,
most advanced
designs

BRAND

Reg. ;2.66
Modol 600

With Two Speakers

FRIDAY
ONLY
FRIDAY

FRIDAY
ONLY

Thls
is
your
chooca to get a
Pups player for
your auto at big
e• vlogs. I4
K
has sold thouscoils at $66 AIL
Relay they will
a4
be

Frasklicent

I TIRE SALE

TRANSMISSION
BGK

40,000 MILE TREADWARE GUARANTEE

TRANSMAG1C
Gives
Transmissions
Smooth Action

SUPER GLOBEMASTER

AIR FILTER

15-oz. can

FRIDAY ONLY

Models
To Fit
All Cars
High
Capacity

GUNK
General
Purpose
Degreaser

•

Reg. $1.07

FRIDAY ONLY

OPEN 9-9
1-6 SUNDAY

7.35 x 14
Plus $2.07
Federal
Excise
Tax

OIL
FILTER

c
9

rs

FRIDAY ONLY

Most Sizes
Available
At Sizzling Prices

-BAT ERY CHARGER
Recharges Either
6 Volt or 12 Volt
Batteries
Big K Reg. $12.88

88

FRIDAY
ONLY

BEE AIR SHOPPING CENTER

COMPARE AND SAVE
GIANT TIRES

•

QUality First Since 1914

ACRES OF
FREE PARKING

FRIDAY ONLY

ONLY

PAGE
paths. patios 'and decks: particularly useful in sandy or muddy areas. Vi hen placed &der
lawn furniture such a mat eliminates the need to moue furniture for grabs cutting.
-- A sun house, play house.
By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS outdoor weddings, receptions;. seed house, bath house, can be
fashioned by enclosing a frameNEW
YORK (UPI)
parties
-.
A
round
a barbecue area. work with crossed, parallel or
Instant landscaping; decorating
woven slats, or with complete
with window Winds; what the The artificial shrubs won't be blinds.
4,4
damaged
by
heat
or
smoke,
and
color of your house reveals be
may
slats,
Blinds,
or
innieellanea for the homeowner: are flameproof.
-- As instant screening of util- used for fencing and screening,
"Artificial shrubbery, imper. and sun
for Ynoveble wind
vious to weather, disease and the
screens.
is
. bor's dog, is now being ity and outdoor living arras on
-- Indoors, blinds can be used
new properties, until natural
manufactured "
dividers. They'll partiroom
as
If,your reaction is an immedi- plantings can be grown.
tion off any size or shape area.
-For
landscaping
an
apartate 'ugh!" stop and think a
With slats closed, they give combit.
No one, not even the ment terrace, or for use in in- plete privacy; open they allow
manufacturer, wants to replace door planters.
passage of light and air. The
**
nature but, as the ladies have
blinds are easily pulled to allow
proved with their wigs and whatWhat do you do with a win- use of the entire room area
not, nature often can be helped
dow blind?
Mount it on a when desired.
along.
- Blinds are versatile as doors
Si Spiegel, head of the Tree window, of course, to help conand Wreath division of American trol view, light and air; to com- for closets and cabinets, are parTechnical Industries, says his plement window and room dec- ticularly good where swinging
doors would create a space probs
company is turning out poly- or.
But
with
a
little
lem.
imagination,
vinylchloride versions of three
- Accessories such as baspopular varieties, Muhgo pine, you can do much more. Levolor
Lorentzen
manufactures
hampers and lampshades
kets,
slat
white sheared pine and Costa
blue spruCe in a variety of sizes. blinds and it comes up with may be made by weaving slats
in either a close or open weave.
These. . retieinble the realistic these ideas for starters:
-- Use blinds on porches or
-- Slats, in the normal conlooking evergreens now familiar
QI
as indoor Christmas trees, The patios, instead of awnings. geStich caste and convex .
branches consist of twisted-wire areas also may be shielded by formed into, other shapes. can
decorative and- practical trellis
stems and hard, needle-shaped
PVC bristles. The center poles or lattice panels. Interlacing or be fastened to a grid to form
are of wire or weather-proofed parallel strips of slats can be a suspended ceiling.
The slat material. Levolor _
Ponderosa pine. Larger sizes fastened into removable or fixed
easy to work because
have cast-iron stakes for out- framework. Degree of air, light, says, is
door planting;" the smaller sun and privacy is easily con- it is only .010 inch thick and"
models have wire stands for pse trolled by the ratio of open veryflexible. It can be creased,
spacing
.the area covered by folded over to provide a double
indoors or out. "
the slat itself.
thickness: folded around a rod.
Spiegel Says the
, companhas, - Slats may be interlaced wire, or even wooden posts.
highway beau- with the Ionvex side up to form
mind,
tification programs, apartment
buildings and housing developments, shopping centers, public
recreation areas, schools, hospiials„,..._motels, suburban _hanksgasoline stations, but he suggests a variety of possible uses s
around the private home:
-- As fill-in shrubbery in areas
wirere natural shrubs won't grow
because of too much sun or
wind, too little or too much
water; too little light, or too
much traffic, human or canine.
-- Around swimming pools
and sundecks where natural
plantings often are difficult .to
maintain and create litter in the
pool itself. Particularly good
for above-ground pools.
- As temporary decor for

A Baia of Hints
For the Homeowner

By JAMES L. SRODES
will subsidize another 600,000
MADRID (UPI) - There units and government construcmany sad contrasts between tion units will build the ree way Spain is trying to houlie maining 236,000 units, he said.
ts poor and the struggles the Ambitious Plan
nited States is going through
The Spanish plan looks all
w to do the seine thing.
the more ambitious when you
At first glance the two na- consider two sets
of statistics.
ns have nothing at all in corn,, Spain's
population
is 32 milon.
lion and it has a gross national
One is a superpower able to
age a costly war and still keep product of about $25 billion.
steady stream. of 'consumer The U.5,,population is 200 milflowing - a flow that lion with a GNP of nearly $900
lodes 1.5 million privately billion.
1
But Martinez-Sanchez Arjona
structed housing units each
noted the government had exr
ear.
The other is still trying to
t back on its feet after a ceeded its first housing goal of
eivil war that ended 30 years 1.3 million units set in 1961
jigo. For the past 10 years by another 400,000 units, so PLANNING COMMITTEE — Representatives of the sponsoring agribustness firms and extension
it has been going through a the task ahead should be well
viee personnel met on June 25 to make plans for an area-wide forage testing program for area
ainful shift to iriclustralization within Spain's economic capa- Seig
bilities.
dairymen. Committee members are (seated, left to right) Bill Herrington, Purina, Feeds; Bernard
ut with little relief for its ecoBut a drive along one of Kindred, Purina Feeds; James Flood, Chairman Area Extension Forage Council; Nalor Burnette,
omic problems.
Madrid's
t But both are experiencing the points wide tree-shaded streets Burnette Tractor Company; Scott Jones, Monarch Feeds. (Standing, left to right) Jim Edwards,
linigration of rural residents to facing up one- of the problems Area Extension Forage Specialist; Ted Howard, Area Extension Dairy Specialist; Lee Shipman,
Spain - a problem U.S. Monarch Feeds; Richard Howe, Mayfield Sweet Feed; Elijah Duckworth, Dairyman, Inc.; and
*e cities, both are worried a- housing planners
should take C. E. Wyatt, Area Extension Agronomy Specialist. Other members are Gene Rhodes, Rhoda
bout their slums and both go- note of.
Feed Mill; Bob Perry, Calloway Coop; and Earl Watson, LaCenter Feed MIlL
veriunents are committetito.giv.
the the UniteJ
ing housing construction top pri- . -going through seriousSUfeti,"Extension Service Photo by Wilkins
inflaority attention in the years a- tion. In fact, its troubles
are
head.
-so serious. the Franco govern- my money -- and they build
In 1968, the Johnson admin- ment devalued
the peseta by the apartments and let them
istration called for 6 million 14 per cent last year. The stand without people so their
housing units to be built with devaluation has lirought on a taxes will be less
"It makes no difference anySACR_AMENTO, Calif.(UPI)government aid over the next 35 per cent decline in investto me. They were not
way
entS,
with
housingsuffering
to
boost
tbe
A real crackdown on drunk
10 years as a
built for me its the first place."
-Was made
driving in California
kO million that would be .built most Of all
Housing units are stbeing
during the first quarter of this
privately at the same time.
'year.
. Last month, the Spanish built everywhere you look' in
tiousing minister, Don.4Jose Madrid but the units are not
Arrests for the offense totaled
An area-wide forage testing 14,212, up 28 per cent over
Martinez-Sanchez Arjoha, an- for the poor. The luxury apartprogram will be conducted for It he number arrested during 'the
nounced the government had ments which are -replacing the
dairymen in the eight county same period last year. March
build older Madrid real estate are also
to
plans
epproyed
WASHINGTON
(UPI) - purchase area in the near future. alone saw 5,000 arrests.
1,2,36,000 Using units by about 60 per cent vacant, according to U.S. embassufecOno- Abotrt-73 -per-cent-of-arilrome The plogram will be under the
1971.
Aiiiiicrease of irrper centin
construction in the United States direction of the University of man-hours by law enforcement
'
. 400.000 mists. s
i Of this total only
swill actually have to be funded
As one Madrid cab driver is done by members of the Kentucky Cooperative Extension officers was the main reason
and built by private housing explained: "They get the National Association of home- Service with agri-business firms for the increase in arrests.
builders.
and other agricultural ageczies
contractors. The gov e m men money from the government
The crackdown was hailed
—
and organizations cooperating.
the National Automobile
by
Preliminary planning for the
which praised the officers
Club,
project got underway on June 25
rid our public streets
who
-help
with a meeting of the steering
drunk driving menace."
of
the
committee composed of representatives of the several agribusiness firms who will provide
financial support for the project. )es. Jack Benny will
be on
Ted Howard, Area Extension the 'air next,season.
Ile has signDairy Specialist, is serving as ed with NBC for a
one-hour
consultant for the program,
pecial to be seen in December.
Purpose of the program wiil
be to encourage dairymen to
have tests made of their stored
forage feed supply of hay, hayloge, and silt
lges. Thelaboratory
analysis irill.provide the dairt.
man with a'curate information
on the nutritive value of his forage *eds.
Forage feeds supplies will
vary in quality due to kind of
forage, stage of maturity when
harvested, and condition of storage structures.
Dairymen participating in the
project will have an opportunity
to have two free tests of either
hay or silage along with recommendations for balancing the
MEET THE BAUER FAMILY of Princeton, N.J.. and the bicycles they rode last summer
total feeding program for their
when they spent an 8-week vacation pedaling 2.900 miles cross country to New Mexico.
herd.
Plans call for forage samples
to be collected, analyzed, and resuits and recommendations returned to the dairymen by October 1.

rnds

f

Area Wide
Fora* Test
Tolle Held

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
I OOHING for an offbeat

va1--, cation idea? Take'a bicycle trip—and bring the family.
Fred Bauer of Princeton, N.J.,
did last summer. It turned
into an odyssey on wheels —
2,000 miles across country
from the Statue of Liberty to
Springer, New Mexico,_ in less
Than eight weeks._
•The bicycling Rauers included Fred, his wife Shirley,
32, and their three children:
Laraine, 12; Steve, 11, and
Christopher, 3, Mr rode along
on a special seat on the back
of Daddy's bike.
Their adventures have been
chronicled by Dad in an amusing book, "How Many pills to
Hillsboro?" (Hewitt
'
. House,
$4.95.1 that's must reading
for anyone contemplating a
similar venture.
•The first thing to do is
train. The Bauers began with
daily three-mile pre-breakfast
treks. In three weeks time,
they'd worked up to eight
miles before breakfast, finally
to 15 miles. Next step was an
all-day expedition. Little by
little, they were getting ready
for the big trip and the 45
miles they'd average daily
across America.
• You can't take much on
a bicycle but some things are
essential. For the Bauers, this
included four sleeping bags,
two man stoves, a 16-pound
tent, clothes, tan lotion, first
aid kits, eating and cooking
utensils, dehydrated foods, a
flashlight and compass- They
packed a few other items, too,
all of them strapped to the
bikes, and at last they were
westward ho! It was ups and
downs all the way.
•'They battled hills— and
mountains, endured blistering
heat, missed a tornado by half
an hour, got caught in the
rain, had mechanical problems.
But they weren't lonEly

Calif. Cracks Down
On Drunk Drivers

very

Light-Fingered'Guests
UNIYERSITY PARK.
'(UPI) - Hotel and motel owners
are wondering if it pays to advertise.
John F. Spence. of the food
serviceand housing adminisfration
at the Pennsylvania State Unjust.sity. interviewed hotel and motel
owners and concluded that pilfering of monogrammed towels
and ashtrays occurs more fre,
quently than theft of non-monogrammed items.

THREE-YEAR-OLD Christopher Bauer had a soft seat for
the long trek --It was built on the back of Dad's bicycle.
along the way. They made
friends everyplace--hundreds
of good-natured, curious people who cheered them along
and helped them out.
• For Shirley Bauer, the
trip was a successful experiment in "togetherness". For
her husband, it was an adventure that toughened them

up physically and mentally.
It was an effort but cons in
which the Sellers take pride.
Ac 11-year-old Steve put k:
"Nobody else I know has eve.iridden a bike so far".
Maybe that's reason enough
to go— to make a trip you'll be
talking about years after it*

over..

BARBARA lb SUED Actress
Barbara Ban,-a star of-the
"Mission: Impossible" television series and for %Atoll
she won an "Emmy," has
been sued by '
Paramount
Television for $411,000 for
breach of contract because
she failed to report for work
on the series, it is c
The suit requests Miss Bain
be enjoined from' working'''
.
for anyone else until her contract .with Paramount. runs
out in May, 1971.

• 1.-4

-We didn't wont our bug to be a hog.
That's idly we made it go about 27 miles to a
g ci1IOn202trw
And w1'we persuaded it to take pints of oil instead of quarts.
And why we gave it an air-cooled engine. (Air is
,
free. Antifreeze isn't.)
And why we put the engine-in the back so you
get more push from the rear wheels. (And less pull

from tow trucks.)
And that's why at trade-in time if. things ore still
the same as they hove been, you can count on getting back more of your initial investment of
$1,963.81
than practically every other car- owner gets of
theirs.
After all„why shouldn't the car that's bebn saving
you money while you own it do the some when
you
sell it

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,
Service & Sales Department Open Tit 9 p.m. Friday Nights.
Air Conditioning Available

Resl Rij
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decks: parandv or mudplaced nder
a mat elimmose furnigplay house.
ouse, can be
.ing a frameparallel or
ith complete

& TIMES

—

MUER

TUCILY

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO DOWNTOWN SHOPPING PLENTY OF FREE PARKING FRIENDLY SERVICE
We Will Be Closed Friday Jul 4th So Our Employees May Have a Well Deserved Rest
If

You Match the Quality
You Can't Beat the Price!!

dis. may be
id screening,
4 and sun
can be used
They 11 partir shape area.
iev give coin'they allow
d air. The
lied to allow
room area
• tile as doors
nets. are par• re swinging
a space prob.uch as haslampshades
caving slats
open weave.
normal conshape._ or
.1
J
.
shapes. Ci

FISH STEAKS

2-1b. pkg.

89

Frosty Acres

OKRA

grid to torn*,
- 7:-

Eli PIES

rial. Levolor
work because
h thick and
be creased.
ide a double
round a rud.t.
den posts.

Peach and Apple — —

Frosty Acres

Res1 Ripe. Juicy

Morton
Just a few from the fabulous

3

.

mi_m_pkti_22 FF.:RR 3399:

CUT CORN

P1NEAPPLE-6RAPEFRUIT JUICE
DRINK

20 oz.

POT

assortment you'll find

PIES.Chicken and Turkey

BEEF —

8-oz.

Frosty Acres

BABY LIMAS

10-oz. pkg.

GOlden Ripe

Fresh Tender Ky. Wonder

LE BEAN

2 lbs.

Alabama Girl Whole
MEATS THAT SCORE BIG IN THE SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Field's Fully Cooked

Shank Portion
Butt Portion

THIS WEEK WE'RE
PITCHING YOU SOME

1b594

Real Money-Savers!
Field Sliced

Lean - Meaty - Pork

NO I

PATTIES
46-oz. can

WIENERS

lb.

KKEY ALL-MEAT

SPARE RiBS

12-oz. pkg.

WE HAVE . . . FRESH HAM, SHOULDER STEAK AND CHOPS . . . CUT ANY THICKNESS
YOU LIKE ... FOR 101IR HOLIDAY COOK OUT
SI-TOWBO

Beans
Pork & 3&

r

21/2

I

MAXWELL HOUSE

1 Lb. in

Ton

Vegetable Shortening 3-113. can

SNOWDRIFT 65C

Del Monte

2 1/2 CAN

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Teanaps Embossed

NAPKINS

200 count

2qc

INSTANT 100%
Kelly Vienna 4 oz. can

41,iiPM1..Pt%

Kraft 2 Lb. Jar
Kraft Jet-Puffed - lb. bags

.till
et-

•3.8I
of
ing
ou

1 A.M. to 9

6 DAYS A WEEK

MURRAY'S FRIENDLIEST
MOST CONVENIENT

SUPER MARKET.

"

THE LEDGER

Nineteen Persons
(Continued From Passe Oriel
Dunn during the past week.
cords show the following occur
red:
W. C. Nall, Jr., drinking beer
in public, fined $15.00 costs $4.-

NORTH vtETS
CHASE LAOS
TROOPS FROM
MUONG SOUI,
MAJOR BASE

ale

TIMES

—

MURRAY. EINTUCET

(larks Local People
(Continued From Pays One)

(Continued From Pogo One)
more-than-a-million-member or'

Wales' northern coast to
Mrs. Sanders, a Paducah
dudno aboard the Royal Yacht ganizati".
Britannia, on which be hosted Tilghman High School teacher
a party for friends who includ- of English now on leave to bead P.
NORTH
some of the most eligible the professional improvement
ed
VIETNAM
R. D. Tries, public drunkenwomen of Britain. Royal RrogI-w1 for Paducah schools
young
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
minesweepers watched nd Kentucky Region 1, is
Navy
HANOI •
G. W. Edwards, speeding, a.
entucky's Thoroughbred En20-year-old Prince and
the
over
mended to disorderly conduct,
through the night and try" hi the race for the top
party
his
fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
were accompanying him on tour. NEA office.
J. W. Harris, public drunkenPolice and the Royal Fami. Mute than 250 members of
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
ty,s security guards were taking the Kentucky Education AssocB. H. Pittman, speeding, achances with Welsh extre_ iation (KEA) and NEA will be
mended to disorderly conduct, no
on Charles' well-publiciz at the Philadelphia convention r
mists
fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
by train and yacht. sec to work for her election over ,
trip
ed
P. S. Simpson, speeding, a- urity was tight as frogmeni four other announced candidmended to disorderly conduct,
grl
Ulpylefited
.
a
mrs
.V
. Otill
san
a becoJm
patroled the water around Brit etes
HOLE PUNCHED IN
fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
annia.
RED ENCIRCLEMENT
D. M. Washburn, disorderly
president of KEA
OF BEN NET OUTPOST
year'sApriltennofuthis
Acts of terrorism and myster- in
conduct, fined $15.00 costs $4.- bus explosions that killed three
211 N. VIETS KILLED
year,
50.
persons tarnished the historic served Previously u president
C. R. Foster, Jr., public drun- investiture performed under of the KEA Department of kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- leaden skies with the world wit- gaismc'm Teachers. She is a
50.
member of the KEA board of
ching on television.
S. R. Hale, disorderly conduct,
FRIEND RESCUED AT BEN HET---With Communist shells exploding on the perimeter of the
A,fire that enveloped an Ar directors and Southeast Region.
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
besieged Ben Het Special Forces camp in South Vietnam, an American GI reaches out
and fatally burned s al Director of the NEA Associavan
my
B. R. Thorn, disorderly con- soldier just outside Caernarvoe tien of Classroom Teachers. She
to pull a 'dog to safety in a dug-in shelter.
duct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Castle early today was iindei also serves on Governor Nunn's
drunpublic
Tucker,
Lonnie
investigation. Police refused tc Commission on Wonsan and on
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- blame extremists but said "no the board of the Central Midtwo days later.
ii VIII CHILDREN
50.
western Regional Education Lathing could be ruled out."
In 1881, President Garfield
KILLED BY BUILDING
driving while in
Vied,
H.
W.
boratory.
Bombs and Blessings
WALL COLLAPSE NEAR
SIHANOUKviLLE
shot by Charles Guiteau in
was
reckless
toxicated, amended to
THUAN NHON—COPTER
Her slogan for her campaign
CAMBODIA PORT
Demolition experts dismantl.
Washington, D. C. Garfield died Federal State Market PI e w $
by
United
Press
International
ROTOR WASH PROBED
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.- ed a suitcase rigged with
NOW BELIEVED
"Education
Has
No
Finish
LS
Service, Wed., July 2, 1969 KenTO BE MAJOR RED
Today is Wednesday, July 2, Sept. 19.
bomb Tuesday evening beside Line."
SUPPLY SOURCE
tucky Purchase Area Hog Marstop
disregarding
the
183rd
day
cif
1969
with
182
J. L. Jones,
Most of the Kentucky deletthe road Prince Charles travelIn 1937, American aviatrix ket Report Includes 10 Buying
to
follow.
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
Philadelphia's
be
at
will
gation
ed from Caernarvon to HolyThe moon is between its full Amelia Earhart and co-pilot Stations.
A. 0. Anderson, unnecessary head. The Prince and his sister, Sylvania Hotel. A large part of
noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Princess Anne, drove past the the campaign activity will cen- phase and last quarter._
Frederick Noonan were report- Estimated Receipts 1400, Act.
and Gilts,
morning
The
stars
W. T. Suiter, speeding, aare
Mered lost over the Pacific. _T1_Lye 069 Head, Barrows
around
the
Kentucky
booth,
ter
point 30 minutes later.
Steady; Sows, Steady.
cury,
Venus
and
Saturn.
mended to disorderly conduct,
found.
were
never
Most Welshmen thought more a representation of Churchill
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.25-25.75,
73 fined $10.00 costs,$4.50.
Census — Adults
The evening stars are Mars
kindly of their new prince. Downs. Among promotional itJunior Golf Day will be held
Few select 1-2 $26.00:
4
Census — Nursery
drunpublic
Boyce Bumphis,
and Jupiter.
In 1964, President Johnson US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.75-25.25;
Pouring out of pubs during the Ems to be distributed will be
Thursday at the Calloway CounAdmissions, Jun* 30, 1969
kenness and loitering, fined
On
this
day
in
history:
civil
rights bLE. US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.25-24.75;
signed a new
night after indulging in toasts Thoroughbred horseshoes used
ty Country Club with tee off
Charles Turnbow, Route 5, $20.00 costs $4.50.
In 1776, the Continental Conto Charles, many celebrants at Kentucky racetracks and mintime at nine a.m.
Murray; Mrs. Rena Kirk, Route
fines'
speeding,
Downey,
K. B.
gress formally approved a resoA thought for the day ...- US 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.75-24.25;
praised the prince's acceptance iature racehorse statuettes.
SOWS:
Lineups have been released 5, Benton; Mrs. Gracie Stroup, $15.00 costs $4.50.
lution
which
became
the
DeclarPierre
Corneille once said -- US 1-2 270-350 lbs
wear
Kentucky
delegates
will
speech, spoken in the difficult
as follows:
$21.00-21.75;
Box 93 Dexter; Mrs. Josephine
R. D. Cook, reckless driving.
ation
of
Independence
from
Bri"Who is all powerful should US 1-3 300-550 lbs $2025-21.00:
Gay Crass, Beth Wilson,-Don- Pritchett and baby girl, Route 1, amended to disorderly conduct,- Welsh tongue. Charles had jockey caps and jockey numb. The document was signed fear everything."
learned it during a nine-week ers (with the number "1" for
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.25-20.25.
na Knight, and Lynn Hewitt.
Benton; Master Larry Flood, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Sanders) to COM .out
crash course.
Tonya Carroll, Gina Starks, Route 5, Murray; Mrs. Kay
He told the Welsh he was "de- ing theme.
Susan Fandrich, and Karen Wood, 312 North 12th Street,
Delegates from this area who
termined to serve and to try as
Garrison.
Murray; Raymond Dixon, Shabest I can to live up to" the plan to attend the NEA convenJan Shuffett, Cathy Mitchell, Wa Circle, Murray; Will Evans,
demands of his new office. He tion are Mrs. Mavis W. McCaniWilson, and Debbie Lan. Route 6, Murray; Mrs. Bessie
asked for the people's "cooper- ish, supervising teacher, MurIt.
nY
Darnell, Route 3, Murray; Mrs.
ation and understanding", and ray University School, L. B.
Sharon Fendrich, Donna Kel Jessie Walker, 745 Nash Drive,
promised to serve as their am- McDaniel, Calloway., County
ler, Nan Shuffett, and Barry Murray.
gh, Dennis Taylor, Murray
Two persons injered--in a bassador to the world.
Garrison.
Dismissals
collision on the Mayfield
In a brief recorded message It gh, John G. Taylor, assistant
Mary Ann Taylor, Ellen Quer
Mrs. Mavis Stone, Kirksey; head-on
termous, Jamie Frank, and Bee Mrs. Madie Vaughn, 802 Cold- Bypass on Wednesday,June 11th, on British Broadcasting Corp. professor of education, MSU,
remain in serious condition in
d Marvin 0. Wrather, execuBBC television Tuesday night,
erly Parker.
water Road, Murray; Mrs. Su- out-of-town hospitals.
ive vice-president, MSU.
Bruce Scott, Ricky Orr, Da zanne Keeslar and baby boy,
Robert
Redden, Prince Charles said he hoped
vid Keller, and Doug Shelton 1502 South Parklane Drive, 12-year-old son M.
of the late John he would "be able to fulfill a
Carl Converse, Johnny He. Murray; Mrs. Shirley Garland Redden, driver of one of the useful function in Wales."
witt, Wes Furgerson, and Bub- and baby boy, New Concord; vehicles, remains unconscious
The eldest son of Queen Eliand in serious condition in the
b* Hughes.
Mrs. Hazel Lindsey (To Cony. University of Kentucky Medical zabeth II described his elaborDoug Lindsey, Jay Kennedy, Div.), 1104 Story, Murray; Mrs.
ate investiture, in which he acCenter in Lexington.
WASHINGTON UPI - Piesident
David Frank, and Larry Robin- Dollie Russell, 705 South 16th
crown and septor, as full
cepted
Young Redden sustained
South Korea
son.
Street, Murray; Mrs. Eva Britt. serious head injuries while a of meaning and of dedication to Park Chung Hee of
will vitsit the -United States in
Tim Shown and Mike Alexan- Route 1, Mayfield; Nancy Hill passenger in a vehicle in which his future service."
der.
The Queen and his father, August and meet with President
(From Cony. Div.), Route 1, Al- father, John Redden, was fatally
Golfers who wish to play and mo; Miss Willie Jetton (Expir- injured. Redden was the director Prince Philip, left for London Nixon in the summer White Houof the J. U. Kevil Mental shortly after- the Castle ceremo- se at San Clemente, Calif., Aug.
are not in the lineups will be ed), Route 1, Murray.
Health-Mentral Retardation ny. En route their Rolls-Royce 21 and 22. The White House also
paired at the tee.
Center here and a native of
involved in a minor collis- said Monday West German ChanLexington.
cellor Kurt George Klesinger
ion.
There were no injuries.
Nathaniel L. Deal, 45, a
had changed his visit to Washresident of north Graves Co.,
ington from late July to Aug. 7
remains semi-conscious and in
and 8. The shift was made beserious condition in the intensive
care ward of the Veterans
cause Nixon will not return from
Hospital in Memphis,Tenn. Deal,
his Asian trip until about Aug,
the driver of the second vehicle
3.
involved in the crash, also
sustained serious bead injuries in
- WASHINGTON UPI - Labor
'
the collision.
11111116DAY PORIECAST
The two injured persons, Secretary George P.Schultz says
together with John Redden, were the Nixon adtninistration will
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
injured when the Deal vehicle provide job
training
The
five-day Kentucky weather
for1,054,230
crossed the median of the
Mayfield Bypass on June 11th persons in the fiscal year start- outlook, Thursday through Monand collided with the Deal vehicle ing today. Schultz says this com- day.
Temperatures are expected to
which was headed in the opposite pares with training for 974,638
direction.
provided during the fiscal year average near the normal highs
John Redden died later that just past and is a cut of 25,570 of 86-91 and lows of 63-72 with
day of injuries sustained in the from the number proposed by some cooling over the weekend.
wreck. The Redden youth and
Rainfall will average up to a
Deal were transferred to former President Lyndon B.Joh- half inch, locally over an inch,
out-of-town hospitals following nson.
through the period.
the crash.

Fechm.s1 Hog
Market Report

50.

z

Store Hours: 8:30-5:00; Friday till 9:00 p.m.
Murray. Kentucky
4th & Main

P-ASTIC BOAT $3.77

BAsysiTTER—High school teacher Dave Dona!Mon, a miler
in college days, devised this method of • babysitting while
his wife is shopping. He keeps in shape in Merced, Calif.
Brown keg with poly
liner. Button spigot &
screw cap.
.33

117Sitsiw Away After Use

PAPER PLATES

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW and USED
SALES, SERVICE APO PARK RENTAL
NWY SA. ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
OFFICE PH. 753-6685

OIL G. HicJpaoN
HOME PM. 43 -5890

SURPRISE IN JORDAN— th 'a 'surprise move presaging a crackdown n Arab guerrillas operating against Israel catt of Jordan, King Huasein of Jordan shuffled his cabinet and
military leadershinionirthe-Iiew appointees are from left I Amar Khamas, defense
minister; Al Alheiary, army commander, and Lt. Gen. Sherif Kasen commander in chief
ef the; armed forces. The latter is King Hussein's uncle.
•
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No Lay-Away

I

All
New Fresh I
Nationally I

Buy One Pair At Reg. Price_GeLA Second Pair Free .
No .,Exchange

I No Refunds
a
a
...,............„,

This offer includes Men's, Womens'and Childrens' Shot.!
..e
You can mix*them when buying, so bring the whole family!

FAM-ILY SHOE -STORE

Advertised
i
_ _
, ;
ii.m. erchandise •i

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky..
Glenn C. Wooden,0
Qp_en_friday Till 8

:
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'MEAT

COCONUT
CREAMS
390

Keebler

PECAN
licES
FINE
NE FOODS
3

Nfiblf

Lb.

FIELDS Fully Cooked

INSTANT
MAXWEIL HOUSE

COFFEE

Dg
ort
News
968 Kenictig MarBuying

PORK CHOPS
Shank Lb.

Lb.

Center Slices
Lb,

But Lb.

oo $1.29 119 5% 8% RIBS

VIENKilA
SAUSAGE

6%

Country Style

690 04/990
0
AMERICAN
.
FRANKS Lb. JP CHEESE 53c
tb.

For Bar-B-Q

12 Oz.

100, Act.
rwl Gifts

6/59c

1.23-25.75,
2 $28.00;
,.75-2525;
43-24.75;
1.75-2A25;
,.00-21.75;
).25-21.00;
)25-20.25.
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.hJIL 4th

Flavor Kist

ths
out

KENTUCKY

All Flavors

Fields

FIELDS Chestnut

Lb.

BACON

12 oz.

690

American Beauty

ROOT
D
BEER

1/2 Gal.

49c

TOMATO
JUICE

Philadelphia

Sweepstakes

CREAM

4E Oz

4/990

Dixie

BOUNTY - - TOWELS

Kraft Individually Wrapped Sliced

CHEESE

Charm in

PAPER
PLATES

MACKEREL

8 pz

15 Qz.

2/45c

Richtex
Seaite'st Or Midwest

KAPKINS SHORTEN—
ICE
MIL
K
ING
29
43, 35! 3Lb.55c
PRODUCE
FROSTY
BLACKEYED PEAS
CATS
UP
BAN
ANA
S
100
FR
10/99c
FOODS
290,
BAGE
50 CREAM PIES
29'
GREAT NORTHERN
SLAW
19
25c
BEANS CANTALOUPES 39C WHIP TOPPING
PE
AC
HE
S
29c
77
37c
ORAN
GE JUICE
:Do
IR
ON
z.2
S
9
10/9%3/
8
9
.
FISH STICKS
55c
SNAP/ BEANS w190
SALAD
SPAGHEITt
TOMATOES DRESSING MOMS MARGARINE
L. 250
39c
2 49'
3.1r-0/99CA
2 Rolls

180 Ct,

10" 40 Ct.

390

2 1/2 Can

1/2 Gal
39C

Bush's

American Beauty

300 Can

20 Oz

Bush's

All Flavors

Lb

Sliced Or Halved
Del Monte

10 Oz.

Large

it
S ekAWBERRIES

Jumbo

10 Oz.

Each

. 12 Oz.

-7T/2-Can

14 Oz.

Bush's

Lb

Salad Bowl

Charcoal

ParkaY

KEG

poly
got Ii

Qt.

10 Lb69

Lipton

Bush's

Lb

Lay's Twin Bag

Betty Cracker
Kraft

1

TEA

PINTO BEANS

BAGS

CAKE MIX
SAUCE
3/$
111
0
37C

BB

White
Yellow

16 Ct.

18 Oz.

JoIANS011

Lady Scott

lq.5 Oz.

Devils Food

300 Cal0/990

POTATO CioilvI2PoSz 59c

Brownie Mix

16 Oz.

BATHROOM TISSUE
39c

With This Coupon

ohnson

Rolls

"
.
4 3 4"fQ±nson.
:1

COUPON REQUIRED WITH PURCHASE
2 PACKAGES OF

4f
4f

:
if
OPEN TIL

111111111111 TISSUE

JULY 4th

EXPIRATIONly

Johnson)*

for
7

41i
4f
4f
*Cohnso2)

30
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BEST SELLERS

Broadway

UPI)
(Combined by Plabllebeee' WealLES)

plastie that y-ou-drop into boilBy VERNON SCOTT
ing water."
UPI Holly wood
She does hay e friends who
Correspondent
enjoy the culinary life and do
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - the cooking when they come to
Betty Beaird is the friendlY mag- visit, a circumstance which.
pie neighbor of the "Julia' series pleases their hostess no little.
Beth Ines a casual life at,
who never played a dramatic
role in her life before winning the beach. Her wardrobe is as
the part of Marie W aggedorn simple as she can make it -no miniskirts, boots and other
in the new show.
A native Texan (El Paso). modish apparel for her.
She wears beach clothes.
Betty is a mother on the television set. In priy ate life she The consist of pants. blouses.
is single and Ines at Malibu sweaters and bare feet. She
does favor scarfs. chain'belts and
Beach.
Her living quarters are deco- other accessories that serve to
rated in contemporan bachelor dress up her unfrilly beachwear.
Dating holds little excitement
girl: an exit sign. beer sign and
pair of eve glasses on the wall. for Betty. She had a decade of
an old oak rolltop desk, wicker cocktail parties, intimate dinners
furniture and sailcloth aplenty. and nights on the town in ManMuch of the furniture and hattan.
She prefers to spend her
decorations came W eat with
Betty more than a Year ago weekends painting, weeding the
when she left New l'otk. and garden and. of course: enjoying
the sand and surf. Betty is one
producing commercials.
"This house had two bed- OF the few actresses in television
rooms. a bath. and a big living who is a proficient surf fisherroom with a fireplace." she says. man.
Trouble is. once she catches
"It beats Third Avenue and
56th Street in New York where a fish. Betty isn't tempted to
clean it and cook it. .
I lived for 10 years."
"I line the solitio* and the
Fortunately. "Julia" -- which
stars Diahann Carroll in the title priyacy of Malibu... she says,
role -- is filmed at 20th Century. "after years of living in crowded
Fox, only a 27-minute drive condition* and being jostled on
from the beach. Were the series the streets. I'm leading exactly
filmed at. say. Columbia or Para- the kind of life I please tight
mount it would take Betty an now.
Betty Beaird added that she
hour.* drive even day .
holds with the age-old principle
Betty's working hours van. de that a womattiratnays entitled
pending on how many scenes to change her mind.
she is gnen for an single show.
Loves Children
The actress shares a love of
children with the character she
portray s on the NBC-TV series.
1 oungsters pop into her house
whenever she s home, for a

PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT
- Phillip Roth
THE GODFATHER - Mario Puzo
THE LOVE MACHINE
- Jacqueline Suzann
THE SALZBURG CONNECTION
- Helen MacInnes
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
- Kurt Vonnegut
ADA OR ARDOR
- Vladimir Nabokm
AIRPORT - Arthur Haile.
SUNDAY THE RABBI STAYED
HOME - Harm Kemelman

Win
Victory
over
Arthritis

Miss Beaird. however, is allergic to the kitchen.
"I have a retarded" 'palate."
Betty says happily. "I eat a lot
of things that are wrapped in

is TIMES — MURRAY, ILLNTUCICY

By J ACK GA V ER
UPI Drama Editor
NEW
YORK (UPI) Four summers ago the Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam, Conn., was the incubator
for an unheralded musical being
tried out for possible Broadway
production.
That show turned out to be
one of the theater's biggest artistic and financial successes,"Man

"translated, collated, adapted June 23 at the Oakdale Mpsieal
The final-Goodspeed producof La Mancha," still goinistrong and
added to by Felix Leon, Theater in Wallingford, Conn., tion will - be "Lock Up Your
in its third Broadway-year.
and subsequent weeks will be
Another Goodspeed 'baby," Howard Da Silva ind Alfred spent in the summer stock tents Daughters," Aug. 14-30. This
"65
Drake,"
the
with
some
of
musical version of Henry
one that was tested a year ago,
at Haddonfield, N.J., Devon, Pa.,
is touring the summer theaters collaborators" being the Bible North Tonawanda, N.Y., Cleve- Fielding's bawdy classic was a
now preparatory to a Broadway Chekhov, Freud, John V. land, West Springfield, MBSel.. British hit several sears ago and
Lindsay, Richard M. Nixon,
represented the first success for
engagement in the fall.
Owings Mill, Md., Gaitersburg.
This one is "On 'rime," a Playboy magazine, Shakespeare. Md., and Westbury, Long Island. Lionel Bart, lyricist, who went
on ot fame as the creator of
musical and dramatic examina- Shaw, Mark Twain and cartoonMeanwhile, back at the his- the musical "Oliver!" Laurie
tion of the generation gap over ist Feiffer.
Charles Burr wrote the music toric and picturesque Goodspeed Johnson is the composer.
the past 2,000 years. The show
lyrics. The production is Opera House, the program this
and
*4*
waz conceived by actor-director
venture by Lester summer began this week with a Teamwork
joint
a
ward Da Silva, who 'is--nOw
(Osterman revival of "The Boy Friend,"
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Gary
playing Berqamin Franklin in Osterman Productions
"Hadrian VII" which runs through July 12. Lockwood and Stefanie Powers.
Broadway's
has
Broadway '1776."
It will be followed, July 14. man and wife off-screen, will
'National Lyric Arts
Alfred Drake, who shares star hit) and the
Theater Foundation, Inc., of Aug. 2, by a new musical en- appear together for the first time
billing with Lana Cantrell, des- which
[lake is artistic director. tided "Tom Piper," a turn-of- as newlyweds in a segment of
cribed the show as having been
The "On Time" tour began the century seafaring yarn.
"Love, American Style.'

,WHOLE
OR HALF

Support
THE ARTHRITIS
FOUNDATION
SUPER RIGHT

BY THE PIECE

Skinless Weiners 207 Pc,49t-

Bologna

STORE

FRYER PARTS

Sliced Bacon

69C

(SUr-ED/Ts 694)

Breast Portion

Lb

Lb

VINE RIPE

Tomatoes
LONG WHITE

JUMBO 27 SIZF

Cantaloupes
GREEIN PEPPERS OR

„,

Green Onions

_
HOME LEVELED BY TORNADO—Mrs. Hilda

Boyer weeps- as
she and her husband Raymond stand in the middle of what
once was their home after a tornado hit it in Old Mines, Mo.
The Boyerssand their two children escaped injury when they
rushed into the basement moments before the twister hit
—

Potato Sticks
RBF RS OR BEECHNUT
Baby Food

19

2

Iii0I'CAN
ealir OZ. JAR

YUKON OMB

ROUNDUP
•
NANNING

HANOI •
HA'IPHONG

witgwv-tc_.•"
Nak,
Miracle
Whip

A&P

Charcoal Lighter

LAO S

PRICES EFFECTIVE

SAVI 204

Finish

THRU SAT.,

ASP

I

69

,„

FLO FABRIC

a 46 OZ
la CANS

Fruit Drinks

</ QT.

JANE PARKER
ENEMY SMELLINESS
AND GROUND ATTACKS
LEAVE 37 AMERICANS
DEAD IN TWO DAYS

4.

Sandwich Bread
DA NANG
1401 AN

Wonderfoil

aoLl

PUFF'S

ROCKETS, MORTARS
HURLED ALAMERICANS
AWAITING WITHDRAWAL
PROM VIETNAM WAR

NHA TRANG
*CAM RANH

44 GUERRILLAS KILLED
AS ALOES SAVE TAY NINH
FROM COMMUNIST iNvASION
N VIII MIG JETS
ARE VIOLATING
S VIII All SPACE,
IS SAIGON REPORT

00

YUKON CLUB
—Z:12 OA

Beverages

Miracle Whip
WITH THIS COUPON
And ST 000, More Puechas•
•elvderig Hem, Wine Arad Crewe,1,11
Redeemable Only At ALP Food Sim. .
WITHOUT COUPON OT. JAR

SOUTH
VIETNAM

4 2:xel

Facial Tissue ---OUART JAR KRAFT
SALAD DRESSING

8t4
a
97
59c

1.1

HEAVY DUTY

OUI
PLEIKU

57c

Coupon,. %peel Sal Jul, c CAO

REAL II

EtEAUTIFt.
wood Thi
extras of
Large lawn
fence. Cal
LARGE 11
campus.
stairs. Bri
month, pi
shady lam
MEDIUM F
Park Lane
Is worth t
SHA WA
brick, 2 b
Price reds
712 MAIN
2 baths, n
Location.
BAGWELL
Drive a 3nice.
811 NORT
brick. Has
fireplace. 1
200 SOUT
brick yam
baths, fires
CAMELOT
room brici
ins. Priced
UNIQUE
age Ave. I
-rooms, 2%
tercom inc
deluxe.
THREE-BE
Income ap.
Ilth Street
KEENELAI
nice 3-bed.'
DUPLEX,
each side,
:1304 SYC)
frame. Bar,
BELMONT
Good buy.
NEW PR(
brick, centz
peted. Delu
MEADOW
room brick,
able.
STORY AI
Lane. Nem
central bee
1509 BEL
brick, centh
504 SOUTI
frame. TipNEAR UNT
lar, 2-bedn
breezeway.
CANTERBU
bedroom
should see
MACK FIT
wood. 8-bet
beauty. see
KIRKWOOD
2 baths, mar
this a delta
MAGNOLIA
land, 3-bed2
home.
CIRCARAM.,
3-bedroom
GATESBOR
bedroom, d
4x1.
QUEENSW)
bedroom br
Good price.
STORY AV
lane, 3-bed
home. Trul:
HIGHWAY
houses on z
CANTERI3U
mom, 2-bat
design. You
GLENDALE
bedroom br
1854 COW
room, 2 bat
priced righ.
CIROARAIL
bedroom stc
cation.
1707 MAG
brick, 2 bi
nice.
OLD 641
frame with
price.
ONE MILE n
and 4 roon
ment. Good
ty.

Vietnam
NORTH
VtETNAM

59c
59c
49t
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/
c
\

WHITE
CLOUD

BATHROOM TISSUE

VAN uLEV
bedroom frs
LYNN GRO'
tiful 1 3/4
121 SOUTH
2-bedroom f
121 SOUTH,
3-bedroom
REAL NICE
50' x 100' gi
this.
FINE COMI
nes lots
town.
MAPLE SPE
near Kenlak
large lots.
SEVERAL
sizes.
22 ACRES
Park, suitab
KENIANA,
front lot.

VAN CAMPS

Pork n' Beans

A 21 OZ.89

Charcoal Brique

201.1E.

-

Potato, Salad

LANS

b

tsAPI1H

ISAVI. 1041
2

I.

594•

_A •

FOR ALL
needs come
SPANN RE
ENCY at 5:
Donal Hotel
Phone 7531
Guy Spann,
Baker, 753-1
75$-8919; Ga

ke•

1
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changes herein made.
SECTION III: So much of
Ordinance Number 491 es is
1959 GKC 6-cylinder pick-up
ORDINANCE NUMBER-, in conflict with this ordinance
truck. New paint and in excel
the exPrice
BEING
AN ORDINANCE A- is hereby repealed to
lent condition. No use for.
conflict
and
to such
tent
of
such
Bilbrey. MENDING ZONING ORDINANreasonable. Baxter
July-IC CE NUMBER 491 OF CITY OF extent only. In all other rePhone 753-5617.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, SO AS spects, Ordinance Number 491
1968 VOLKSWAGEN. Call 753- TO REZONE A CERTAIN ZON- is hereby reaffirmed.
CERTIFIED AS APPROVED
J6-C ED DISTRICT AS SHOWN ON
itiAL ESTATE FOR SAL11
NOTICE
REAL IISTAT1 POR SALM
BY THE ZONING AND PLANTO
ATTACHED
MAP
ZONING
1961 FORD Fairlane. Good conNUMBER 401 NING COMMISSION
SALES et SirBEAUTIE"UL home in Kings- GATEWAY ESTATES on Bark.
sell, entering U ORDINANCE
Must
dition.
vici, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
THERE- OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, ON
wood. This place has all the ley Lake, 5 waterfront lots.
Phone 753-8021 or AND MADE A PART
M. Sanders. Phone 1103-3178, S. Army.
REFERENCE;
BY
AND
A- THIS THE 17TH DAY OF
OF
extras of a fine home and a LAKEWAY SHORES, 2
j4l.p
JUNE, 1969_
lots.
753-5189._
Lynnville,
Ky.
ATDING
ZONING
MAP
J.
large lawn with treee and white PINE BLUFF, 2 nice
he Bob Billington,
cottages,
TACHED TO AND MADE A
fence. Call for appointment. PINE BLUFF, 3 waterfront lots,
SEE THE GIGANTIC fireworks 1985 CHEVROLET truck. Plume
Secretary of Zoning and
PART OF ZONING ORDINANLARGE FRAME on Miller near and Many others.
information.
more
75345446
for
display at the Murray Drive In
Nanning Commission of
campus. Has apartment up- PINE BLUFF, 2 trailers on
CE NUMBER 491 BY REFERgood
Theatre, July 4th. On the giant
City
of Murray, Kentucky
ENCE SO AS TO EMBODY THE
stairs. Brings in $120.00 p e r lots.
.screen see "Yours, Mine and
Holmes Ellis, Mayor,
ZONING CHANGES SET FORmonth, private entrance, nice PANORAMA SHORES,
3 nice
one of the year's top
City of Murray,
TH IN THIS ORDINANCE.
shady lawn.
cottages.
comedies suitable for the whole
Kentucky
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
MEDIUM PRICED 4-bedroom on 55 ACRES at Coldwater,
family
lovely
ATTEST:
See Ya At The MurCOMMON
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DUPLEX, New., 2 bedrooms
July-5-C 1968 MOBILE HOME, 50' x
all electric, two bedrooms, easy enough to cut your lawn. V July _5, nine a, m. c-ellieg the RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS OF 1969, attached to and made a Moscow, according to State Deeach aide, modern. Good price.
terms.
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bedroom brick, on corner lot p. m. Will
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of
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4-Distance
on its first full-scale test at the
room, 2 baths, really nice and FURNISHED
J-5-C Friday.
apartment, three
July-7'C Woomera rocket range
Kentucky
measure (pl.)
priced right.
today.
Mr. by United Fietur, Syndicate, Inc.
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rooms and bath. Private entran1TC
CIRCARAMA, 1108 Fairlane, 3- ce, air
conditioned.
Prefer
one
bedroom stone, garage. Fine lo- person or
couple. Phone 753FOR SALE
cation.
1293.
J-5-C and Es Ilteconditional
1707 MAGNOLIA, 4-bedroom
brick, 2 baths, carpet. Extra AIR -CONDITIONED
one-bed----AIR
nice.
OFFICIALLY, THERE /5
(WHAT'S A TOMATO
YOU'D
room trailer. All electric. Rent
SINCE NADU HAVE NO
OLD 641 NORTH, 3-bedroom $45.00 per month. Phone 480BY THE NAME 0' BETTER
NO WAY. UNOFFICIALLY,
- PASSPORT AND NEVER
frame with basement. Good 3623.
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MEET
AGNES GOT T'
OEFICIALLY LEFT THE U.S.
- Ann New
DO WITH ME??
price.
HER
-MR:6ROGGINS, YOU ARE
ONE MILE north on 641, 9 acres
FIRST.
; AN EMBARRASSMENT TO
FOILP WANTED
and 4 room garage apart\ YOUR GOVERNMENT.
^
ment. Good developing proper- WANTED: Settled white woman
New Concord Read
to live in with elderly lady.
ty.
Phrase 113-3175
Room and board plus salary.
July-5-P
VAN cereVE ROAD, nice 2. Phone 753-3230.
bedroom frame. Price reduced. WANTED:
Lady to keep small
LYNN GROVE, house on beauchild in the home. Call 733tiful 1 34 acre lot.
6065.
J-3-C BOAT, MOTOR and trailer, 15
121 SOUTH, near city limits,
Ft Richline, 50 H. P. Evin2-bedroom frame. Reasonable. WANTED: day cook. WW train. rude motor. Phone 753-7503.
121 SOUTH, within city limits, Inquire at Geno's Wiliam ResJuly-2-C
3-bedroom frame. Nice.
taurant, Dixieland Shopping
REPOSSESSED
1969
Zig-Zag
REAL NICE business lot-with Center after 5:00 p. m.
J-8C
Pv.
sewing machine in modern con50' x 100' garage building. See
* ifl S
sole.
Makes
buttonholes,
monoExperienced
truck
WANTED:
this.
driver. Need full time driver grams, blind stitches without
only. Contact Mr. Robert Brant- attachments. Sold new for $269.FINE COMMERCIAL or busi- ley, A. Z. Farley Blacktopping 50. Will sacrifice for $42.60 or
ness loU in different parts of Co. Phone 753-5502.
1-5-C 15.00 per month. Phone 753town.
1-8-P
6653.
THAR,44E SETS,
-AN' IN(.30`11N( TH'
MAPLE SPRINGS Subdivision, EVENING,.FREE'?? No experI
N
WORLD'S ONLY
i-t1%,FANCY
50,
500
HONDA
1907
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nice
needed
to
Park,
ience
earn
like
25% comnear Keniake State
ONE-MAN TM.
CLOTHES,VIIP A
mission desnonetritting toys. No new, $125.00. Also orange tweed
THAT'SA RTI N SWEET
large late.
Car
necessary. nylon rug, 12' x 12', $50.00.
rANC'Y
MAID
SEVERAL FARMS of various Investment.
SET-ALL
SOMEONE"IS MIGHTh
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan; Phone 753-828'7 after 5:30 p. m.
tARVINI1 HIM A
sizes.
FuM HER!!
SWEET TO VORE. r ,
3-3-P
1-3-P
22 ACRES adjoining Chandler Johnstown, Pa. 15902.
FO,XNef
PAPPY
Park, suitable for developing WANTED: Day cook,
DINNERnight cook. USED BABY BED with good
A, beautiful • water'4
In person. No phone mattress. Will sell for about
Apply
t lot.
calls please Trenholm's Drive $15.00. Phone 480-2801. J-E-C
In, 12th and Chestnut.
J-3-C
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
PUPPY SALE: Special prices
needs COME by Or call GUY BABY SITTER to keep small on Poodles, Irish Setters, LabSPANN REAL ESTATE AG- child. Job starts end of August. rador Retrievers. This week onENCY at 518 West Main, Na- Phane '1534065.
J4-C nly. Phone 753-7664.
3-3-C
tional Hotel Building. BusinessWANTED:
Full
14
time beauty
FT Lone Star fishing boat,
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 7334587; Louise operator. Top pay. Call 753- ✓ bow, 5% h. p. Johnson motor,
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray. 6474. If no answer call 763- price $200.00. Call Aurora 3543261.
%77.
.1-34
7534919, Gary Young, 753
-81004H45-C
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Linear City Concept
Goes Back to '90s

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday
Ray-O-Vac

land had been bought for a
further six miles, although this
Rising land
was never used.
prices prevented further purchases, thus limiting Soria's
plan for a linear city girdng
andMadrid..
With the sudden growth of
Madrid -- which has doubled in
population in the past decade -Ciudad Lineal has become engulfed by urban sprawl. The

By BARRY JAMES

MADRID (UPI) - A sign
the highway from Madrid to
the Barajas airport nearby is one
of the few reminders of a utopian design for city living that
was attempted here long before
'urban renewal" became a
worldwide problem.
The sign points to -Ciudad
Lineal"-- Linear City.
In thinking that was truly
ahead of its time, a little-known CMU sold its last assets more
Spaniard with no architectural than 20 years ago and the strictraining worked out concepts tures against high-rise and highwhich still are futuristic, but density building long have gone
coming increasingly into vogue. by the board, so that Ciudad
Futhermore, Arturo Soria Lineal now is a middle-class,
brought his ideas into reality inner suburb much like any
by building the first three-mile other in Madrid. Many of the
stretch of his planned 30-mile- trees have been removed and
long linear city.
the streetcars are gone.
The city was to have a rapid
From the air, it still is postransit spine, a remarkable con- sible to detect Soria's design.
cept for the period, the 1890s, The grand boulevard and the
in that streetcars still were horse- symmetrical streets on each side
drawn. Like many modern city of it are visible, although many
planners, Soria thought of com- of the individual buildings have
muting distance in terms of given way to apartment blocks.
traveling time rather than of Certainly there is none of the
mileage.
rural atmosphere by which Soria
Frqm a broad central boule- set such store.
vard carrying the streetcars,
It has gained increasing preshouses were to stretch out in tige, particularly in the United
each direction only as far as States.
A development plan
people could comfortably walk for Washington in the year 2000.
to the transit system.
for example, leans heavily on
Soria visualized his linear linear planning.
cities as links between existing
Architects have found two
townships until, eventually, a novel uses for the theory which
vast network of houses would even the fertile mind of Soria
crisscross the nation. "We have had not conceived. One is to
to urbanize the countryside and extend a linear city over urban
ruralize the towns," he used to expressways -- one such "city"
say. Prophetically, he foresaw was proposed to run five and a
the modern trend of country half miles above the cross-Brookdwellers flocking! to the big ci- lyn expressway in New York ties for work„.leaying farms un- the other is to extend a linear
ten'ded,'''and said his system city over water, as has been
would make it unnecessary for proposed for the future expananyone to leave the country. sion of both Amsterdam and
He also believed his project Tokyo.
would take the pressure off
Soda's name has been given
existing cities and allow thent to to the central boulevard in Ciubecome pleasant, relaxed places dad Lineal, now one of the
where linear dwellers could find principal thoroughfares in Maemployment, recreation and 'd. Even so, few Spaniards
public services.
nowadays know who Arturo
At that time Madrid had only Soria was, or what he did.
200,000 inhabitants, but crowded slum conditions gave it one
of the highest mortality rates
BEGIN EXPERIMENT
in Europe -- an affront to Soria
who believed revolutions should
WASHINGTON OPD — The
be carried out hygienically with Post Office Department and
water1 rather than with --fire. Western Undo have begun *
In the admission of its own six-month experiment to test
mayor, Madrid still is an in- the "Mailgram," a service to
salubrious place with air _pol- provide overnight delivery of
lution to match that of New written messages. The Mailgram
York.
Now it has sprawled is trantted over Western Unto a population of 3 million. ion Linea, than written out at
It is strangled with too much the post office in the town for
traffic, noisy, badly planned in which it is de,stined. It is then
parts - in short. all the things delivered in the regular mail.
that Soria frequently predicted
it would become.
POSY OFFICE TESTS
To combat- such
- laid down rules forSoria
--WASHINGTON CPI
linear. city which were written U. S. Civil Service Commission
into the statutes of the Madrid today announced it has drawn
Urbanization Company (CMU) up testing procedures to fill
which he founded 75 years ago. postmaster vacancies in first,
The company's motto was: second and third-class post of"For every family a house. For fices. The jobs were put on a
every house a garden and a competitive basis by President
Nixon in February when be devegetable plot."
cided to make postmasters nonHouse Limits
polcal The commissio said
No house was to occupy it expected 1,700 tests will be
more than one-fifth of the plot announced for vacancies in
on which it was built. None poet offices during the next 12
could be built higher than three months.
storeys or without a garden.
Every house was to be completely detached from its neighELIGIBLE FOR FUNDS
bors, for only in this way, Soria
believed, could a true sense of
WASHINGTON CPI — T h e
individuality
be
maintained. Commerce
Department
has
Finally, Soria believed that made 902 communities eligible
social classes should be tho- for depressed area akissmassases„
roughly mixed and he tried to for depressed areas aid !wide
make it as easy as possible for during the business year which
workers to buy houses in the begins Tuesday. The cities inlinear city alongside the homes volved have various problems,
of the well-to-do. He thought including presistent unemploythat a separate workers district ment or low average income.
might have degenerated into a Four major cities—Newark, N.
slum and would have contained J., Oakland, Calif., Cleveland
the seeds of future conflict. and Washington, D. C.—were
Plots and houses were offered on the list.
at astonishingly low prices, payable over 20 years.
1.015 TRILLION MILES
The CMU provided a streetcar service which ran with clockWASHINGTON MN — Amerwork regularity at 15-minute in- icans drove 1.018 trillion miles
tervals and on which residents during 1988, the equivalent of
of the linear city traveled at 2 million round trips to the
greatly reduced fares. The first moon. California was first with
streetcars were horse-drawn, 108 billion vehicle miles folthen they were pulled by steam lowed by New York, 82,3 billocomotives until the lines were lion; Texas, 82.2 billion; Pennsylvania, 58.9 billion; Ohio, 52.8
electrified.
The company-laid on water billion; Illinois, 52.1 billion;
arid- electricity and -- an im- Michigan, 88 billion; New Jerportant task by Soria's lights -- sey 37.7 billion and Florida 34.8
planted 30,000 trees on its barren land.
"LACK DISCERNMENT"
Despite all .this, the linear
city did not prosper.
Soria
ST. LOUIS CPO — Vincent
was constantly at war with the
▪ municipality of Madrid which Vurro, owner of a hair sake
stalled on planning permits, and was not only perturbed by the
with his own directors who of- theft of 80 wigs but he shoo acthe thieves of "lack of
ten were opposed to his far- cused
discernment."
reaching projects and were more
Vurro aid the looters left
concerned about getting ahead
behind a valuable collectioh of
ith a money-making housing
antique words and armor apropct.
long with. $2,000 Chinese robe
By the time Soria died in
draped about a mannequin from
Heti at the age of 76, one wbich a
$500 wig had been
three-mile stretch of the linear removed.
bud been built, and enough
On
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

9 a. m. - 9 p. m.
12:30 to 6:30 p. m.
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Special Purchase Ladies

" Fantastic Buys"
Ladies Sizes 5 To 10

Asst—Colors And Styles

HOUSE SLIPPERS

Shredded

PATENT SCUFFS

Bag

Silver Gold

$1.81 FOAM 44
66'
ANVILS CASUALS
Q.T. OIL FILTER
a
-PT.PN
$1.41
5
nrn
BAD4Pi
tialytierTON
GRILLE LIGHTER plarli
rkg.0,1;'.
SET
1.41
78c 69 5,3.17
ONLY

Asst. Styres

United

Seer

N1

A new ant

Beans. still
it is jazzed
Here it is.

Throwaway Type

Ladies Sizes 41/2 To 10

UNI02119sOMIS
MB II IMMO 1111

Fit All Ford & G.M. Products

Made In

U.S. A.

Blue

Orange

Yellow

White

L ime

ONLY

LOTION IT

Red

COPPERTONE

Black

Reg.
$2.55

Pkg. Of 100

13" TABLE TOP

Dixie
Cold Drink

Charcoal

‘..uurcoai

Quart

Lite

4
14

,
X65

ONLY

MENG
COTS

ROLLIN . AIR MATTRESS
MOTORS

- CASE OUT SPECIALS -

02
5 Gallon Metal

GAS CAN

2.91

Mack4 L1VYJR

40. $49.95 $33
,:gPistol

Pfluger Phantom
M-I0 Reg $79.95

•••••

Silver Troll Reg.

$89.47

$139.95

ONLY

$2.98 YD

2 L'Rs.$1.00

PRINTED

DOUBLE
KNIT

VOILES
Reg. $1.39 Per

Reg$8,00 Per Yd.
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PRINT MATERIAL
VANES TO

Dacron & Cotton

100% Dacron

880

Larae Selection Perma-Press

Good to s(
who is in ti
on leave a
shore duty
South Viet
est is static
so maybe th
be able to 1

There is ay

GARDEN HOSE
50 F EE T

Grip

HOSE NOZZLE

Shakespeare
Model 606 Reg.$129.95
,

3/8" Diameter

—

4

6

OPEN
ALL DAY

'
In
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& Cotton

PLAIDS, CHECKS & SOLIDS
REC. TO $1.59

JULY 4th 2 gsR $1.00
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